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PREFACE

DURING recent years the amateur actor has received so

much enthusiastic encouragement that he is in danger
of becoming thoroughly pampered and spoiled. There

is even a popular and comforting theory that the

amateur's lack of training, experience, and discipline

is of little account compared with the fact that he

brings to his work complete sincerity, such as is

unknown to his professional colleague. This has always
seemed to me a peculiarly illogical idea. I have never

been able to understand why those who devote their

entire lives to the most arduous and heart-breaking

profession in the world, should be considered less

sincere than those to whom acting is merely a pastime
for their leisure hours.

Yet there is one type of drama at which the pro-
fessional will always be at a disadvantage compared
with the amateur. In any type of crowd-work, the

amateur will always outclass the professional. A few

years ago, I produced at the Leeds Civil Playhouse
Holland's Danton, with a huge crowd of two hundred

and fifty amateur supers. Immediately afterwards, I

returned to London and produced a play in which the

crowd scenes had to be suggested by twenty-five

professional supers or "extra gentlemen" as they
were officially designated by a tactful management.
I need not dwell on the difference between the two

crowds. No professional management in England could

have put on the stage a crowd ofone-quarter the size or

responsiveness of the huge band of amateurs at Leeds.
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Unfortunately, the amateur theatre as a whole is so

busily engaged in the hopeless task of trying to beat

the professional at his own game, that not nearly

enough attention is given to the various forms ofdrama
of which crowd-work is a part. Anyone who has

adjudicated at the British Drama League Annual
Festival knows what a blessed relief it is to read on the

programme that one of the plays contains a crowd,
however small. It is a guarantee that now at least,

if only for a few moments, there will be genuine vitality

upon the stage, giving to the audience a thrill beyond
the scope of the professional theatre.

I sincerely hope that Miss Kelly's book will be read

not only by those amateur producers whose thoughts
run in terms of performers by the hundred, but also

by the innumerable playwrights who cater for the

amateur. Perhaps the combination of efficiency and

imagination with which Miss Kelly outlines the possi-

bility of mass effect will inspire them to make some

use, on however small a scale, of the tremendous

potentialities ofthe amateur crowd, even ifby "crowd"
one means only half a dozen extras squeezing their

way on to a tiny village stage. If only the writers of

the endless stream of one-act plays, designed for ama-

teurs, would realize that they have much finer material

in the amateur crowd than in the amateur actor,

perhaps audiences would have to endure fewer anaemic

and trivial "one-acters" of the type which at the

moment seems to be the staple affair of the amateur
movement.

Looking over my collection of programmes of shows
which I have seen, I find that I have been a not

altogether willing spectator of fourteen pageants.
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Twelve of these bring back to me the unhappy recollec-

tion of boredom of a type that is very near to being

physical discomfort. Twelve of these did this. The
other two provided me, as spectator, with memories
which are outstanding among my experiences as a

playgoer. These two pageants were sufficient to con-

vince one that here is a great and infinitely exciting
form of theatrical art, which too often descends,

through lack of knowledge and the absence of any
artistic standard, into a painful waste of infinite energy
and enthusiasm.

Everyone who has ever seen a bad pageant and who
is optimistic enough to hope ever to see a good one,
should be profoundly grateful to Miss Kelly for writing
this book. I cannot believe that in the future anyone
will be so misguided as to attempt to make a pageant
without reading this book, or so foolish, after having
read it, as to make once more those mistakes which
have marred so many pageants in the past, and which
Miss Kelly so wittily and so constructively criticizes.

NORMAN MARSHALL
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HOW TO MAKE
A PAGEANT

CHAPTER I

WHAT IS A PAGEANT?

WE must be an optimistic people, for, in spite of the

notorious uncertainty of our climate, we continue to

produce pageants and outdoor plays. We like them,

for we like being out of doors, we like space in which to

move about freely, we like acting on horseback, and

we like rehearsing on summer evenings when the sun is

slanting across the trees and the yew hedges and when

the swifts are screaming overhead. We shall continue

to enjoy acting out of doors, however often the rain

makes a disaster of the performance, and every year

producers will be sent forth to organize a pageant or to

find something pretty to act in the garden.

The producers usually return disheartened from the

search for plays for the garden. They have lovely stages

on which to perform them, stages that almost begin to

write plays for themselves ; smooth green lawns with a

group oftrees planted with a careful eye for composition,

yew hedges that enclose the "paradise," and wide,

shallow stone steps leading to terraces. It takes very

little imagination to people these stages once more with

the ladies for whom the gardens were made, and the

gentlemen who courted them beneath the trees. Just

this little stirring of fancy sets one off looking for the
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play that will really suit the corner of the garden that

makes so exquisite a background.
But the garden is critical, in spite of its quietness, it

will not easily be suited, and there is always something

missing from the outdoor plays, something that has

yet to be found. Pierrot is convinced that it is himself,

since he "got over" so well in eighteenth-century

France, at the Fetes Champetres, and he is always

pushing himself through the garden gate, only to find

that the garden does not recognize him. Kings and

Queens, and Famous Personages also seem a little lost,

for they cannot shake offthe flavour ofthe history-book,

and, as everyone knows, it is impossible to learn history
out of a book in a garden.

I think that what is missing is humanity, for our

English gardens are most intimate companions of their

owners, part of their life, and not an ornament that

lies outside it. First enclosed for pot-herbs and fruit,

then enlarged for flowers to delight the eye and sweet-

smelling plants to lay among the linen, and then still

further widened that the family might walk and play
about them, they belong to human needs, and under-

stand the very lives of their owners.

Garden plays are hard to find, because every garden
has a personality of its own, which will intrude into the

play, and empty, artificial plays become ridiculous

against the background of quiet peace.
But still, we do outdoor plays because we like acting

out of doors, even though the plays are inadequate ;

and, more ambitious still, we do pageants.

Pageants are increasingly popular all over the coun-

try, in spite of the uncertainty of the climate, and a

great deal of time, trouble, enthusiasm, and money
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goes towards their production. The two main reasons

for their inception are: (a) local patriotism, and (b)

the desire to make a large sum of money for a hospital

or some other local charity. The reasons for their

popularity are that they are pretty to look at, that they
are great levellers of class, that they bring out talents

in people who would never appear on an indoor stage,

and that they are" great fun for the performers. Occa-

sionally a pageant is undertaken as a work of art, but

this view ofpageants is still so rare that they rankverylow

in the opinion of those who regard the drama as an art.

To the general public a "pageant" suggests a large-

scale historical show in a number of unconnected

episodes, real crowds, mass movement and colour,

processions and horses, music and dancing, on a beauti-

ful outdoor stage : first of all an appeal to the eye, and

then an attempt to reproduce history in a romantic

light. The players are entirely amateur, and most of

them are not even regular amateur players, but have

been drawn in from the tennis-courts, the barracks, the

stables, the highways and the hedges, more or less

willingly. The audience is large, uncontrolled, and

ignorant : it is there to pick out its friends in unfamiliar

clothes, to admire them or laugh at them, and to enjoy
to the full any incongruity not to experience any
emotion or to make any effort of understanding or

imagination. It expects little from a pageant, and is

easily satisfied.

And the majority ofpageants do resemble each other

as closely as do peas. There is the Spirit of the Ages, or

Father Time, or some such personage, who "narrates"

(usually in rather halting blank verse) between the

episodes, to explain what they are about. This is a
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Good Thing, as otherwise one might not always be able

to discover
;

or perhaps it would be a Good Thing, if

the verse were less obscure. There are the Episodes

The Roman Occupation of Britain.

The Founding of an Abbey by Edward the

Confessor.

An Old Englysshe Fayre.
The Visit of Good Queen Bess.

The Arrival of Charles I on the Eve of a Battle.

The Stage-coach bringing the News of Waterloo.

Ending with a grand round-up of Spirits of Peace, of

Harmony, of the District Nursing Association, of the

Women's Institutes and the British Legion, of Victory,
of the Empire all singing "Land ofHope and Glory."
The "County" has walked on in every scene as princi-

pals, dressed in velvet and tinsel crowds, dressed

brightly in casement cloth and sateen, have covered

the acting area everyone has enjoyed him- or herself

enormously and it has been "a Great Success."

It is difficult for the promoters to realize that, given

lovely weather and a well-filled stand, the pageant was
not so Great a Success as it appeared to be. Even

though quite a large part of the audience comes from
a sense of duty, and goes away bored, no serious

criticism is ever heard, because of the social nature of

the affair, and because the audience does expect so

little. The performances are usually in aid of hospital

funds, and it ill becomes either the neighbours or the

local Press to do anything to lessen the box-office

returns, when the object is so good and so local. The

leading papers, if they notice a pageant at all,

confine themselves to pictures and to a descriptive
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account, with special reference to the setting, the

weather, and the Persons of Quality who are taking

part.

Such is now the conventional idea of a "Pageant"
and such it will remain until some original and con-

structive minds, both dramatists and producers,
realize its possibilities as drama, and lift it into a

fine and potent form of artistic expression. When that

happens, the whole attitude of players and audience

will change ;
the pageant will no longer be merely a

social affair, but a tremendous effort of imagination
and presentation. The audience will no longer sit as

apathetically as is possible on a wooden seat without

a back, but will form part of the play as an audience

should, and will be made to experience something that

is thoroughly disturbing.
What then are the possibilities of the pageant as a

form of dramatic art? Whether it deals with history,

or with abstract ideas, it is a unique opportunity to

treat a subject largely; to convey the philosophy of

history through its presentation and to give abstract

ideas strong dramatic expression. The value of the

pageant to dramatist and to producer is that it can

give mass emotion and mass expression to a greater

degree than any other form of play ;
this is at once its

opportunity and its problem. It is on the mass that the

pageant is built, and it is on the power to use the mass

as a means of giving dramatic life to an idea that the

pageant-writer or the producer stands or falls. It is not

enough that the pageant has 8000 performers, it is not

enough to cover the acting area with human forms
;

it

remains for the dramatic artist to make of the crowd a

living entity, full of vitality and of meaning. That this
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is rarely done, we know only too well, but that it can

be done, even with unskilled amateurs, has been shown

from time to time, especially in the mass work ofRussia,

Germany, and Holland. Emotion is infectious, and,

given some inspiration from the author and the pro-

ducer, it is quite possible so to stir these raw crowds that

they will lose all self-consciousness and be lifted together
into a strongly felt and sincerely acted emotion.

In America, pageants are largely used to convey
abstract ideas, and much experimental work of this

kind has been done in the splendid outdoor theatres of

that country. In England, we are rather more afraid

ofideas, and our pageants are mainly historical presen-
tation. If any definite idea lurks behind them, it is that

of continuity, a vague desire to remember the days that

are past, to "praise famous men, and our fathers that

begat us," and to preserve, even if only for a little while

longer, that bond which ties us to our country by an

intimate love of some corner of it. Pageants certainly
have been written round some central idea Cookery,
or Girlhood, or Handicrafts Through the Ages but

the ideas are feeble, and the book is generally deplorably

improving. Yet we have as fine an opportunity as any
country in the world to show in dramatic form the

journey of man's spirit through time, and the slow

unfolding and growth of ideal which history reveals
;

while from the width of human experience and com-

parison that is given by our empire, we might conceiv-

ably have a unique comment to make both on the past
and on the future.

We have in the pageant form a grand opportunity
for showing the real drama of history; the conflict

between the individual and the mass, the force of
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strong ideas driving men forward, the reaction from
them that pulls them back, the dominance or the

defeat of character and intellect., the growing-pains of

humanity. We are concerned with something that is

far bigger than a realistic reconstruction ofa picturesque
effect ; our work is not only to represent history, but to

interpret it.



CHAPTER II

THE CONCEPTION OF A PAGEANT

IN this form of drama there are three main elements :

the Place, the Individual, and the Multitude, and each

is equally important in an historical pageant.

Firstly, the Place. It is the place which generally

suggests the pageant, for someone is impressed with the

possibility of a ruined castle or abbey, or some other

hoary relic, as a place for a pageant. The general idea

grows out of this, for these ancient buildings always

awaken some chord of pride and affection in those who

belong to the district or town; perhaps they have

played as children over the grassy mound of the castle,

and the memories of the imagination they had as chil-

dren stir in them, or they feel that affectionate pride that

is born in those whose families have been burgesses of

the same city for some hundreds of years. At any rate,

the place begins it, and at once it must be realized as a

personality, as part of the pageant and not merely a

background. The site must therefore be chosen first,

and the dramatist must know it well before he begins

even to plan his pageant, and he must learn all he can

from it. Almost always the place gives a definite lead
;

the background of a castle will bring in at once a sug-

gestion offorce, of battle and defence, of the turbulence

of the world, and the power of arms; that of an abbey
will remind the audience of the safety, the quietness,

learning, charity, and holiness that the monasteries

alone could bring into a world of storms. An old stone'

10
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or tree will link your history with pre-history. A bridge,
an old cross-roads, a wayside chapel, all will give themes

PAGEANT OF LAUNCESTON, CORNWALL
The Peasant Widows of the Cornish Rebellion, 1549

that can be used throughout. Again, the land is never

far away from the drama of the scenes ; there is the

struggle for its possession, the pride that came from its
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ownership, the cultivation of the wild places, and the

gradual conquest and taming.

Secondly, the Individual. The further back we go
in history, the stronger is the influence of the individual

on the mass, and therefore your principal characters'

must be drawn in high relief, with a concentration of

strength and simplicity. The pageant ground is no

place for subtleties of mood, or a delicate interplay of

character; your principals have to bring with them a:

definite idea so strongly expressed that it is almost

symbolized. An instance of this simplifying, or sym-

bolizing of human character is to be found in the Pil-

grim's Progress, where the abstractions that are met
with in the way are as real as any humans. It is usually
the single person who represents the forward movement,
who has a greater conception of the moment than the

mass, and the drama will lie in the conflict between his

moving idea and the conservatism of the crowd. The
new idea has to force its way from the individual to the

crowd, and his force of mind and character must either

conquer all the united minds of the people, or be

drowned by them. We find this again and again in

history, in such scenes as the rebellion of Wat Tyler;
the murder of Edward of East Anglia by the Danes,
the Chartist Riots, and so on. The drama of one

man against another, unless it is strongly backed by
partisan crowds, is not enough for a large outdoor

stage, but the drama of the individual as man against
the mass has a tremendous opportunity here. The
individual, then, must be drawn so clearly and strongly
that he can be made to balance against a big force

;

he must be a little super-human, emphasized, and
underlined.
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Thirdly, the Multitude. The crowd represents

humanity in general, and through it the gradual growth
of the human mind is shown, and its conflict against
the circumstances of its time. To realize this a very
careful study is needed, for one has to understand, as

jfar
as it is possible to do, the attitude of each succeeding

generation to life, and then to make the present

generation understand it. The social conscience of

^to-day is far more tender than that ofthe past, and when
Nwe read history now it seems to show a tragedy that is

more than human nature can bear. The mental and

physical cruelty of man to man, the fear and suspicion

p

that filled men's minds, the callous acceptance of

suffering, and the uncertainty of life all these make

history terrible reading. It is difficult to lighten a

pageant with comedy, if one realizes what the Good
Old Days of Merrie England were. And yet there was

comedy in plenty, rough humour and horseplay, and a

great power of rejoicing, which was all the greater
because of the constant presence of tragedy ; people
could enjoy themselves to the utmost when its shadow
was lifted. The crowd may be the principal actor in a

scene, united, full of purpose and intent on action,

sweeping up over the event like a tidal wave; or it

may be a background in strong contrast to the action of

the principals, a fair broken into by a piece of strong

tragedy, an atmosphere of sullen rebellion behind a

piece of gorgeous pomp. , But wherever it may be, or

in whatever manner used, it must always be an actor,

something that matters vitally to the action of the

drama. There is a great field for experiment with the

crowd in the use of some of the modern methods of

production ;
the concerting of movement, stylization,
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methods of speech, and so on, and we have much to

learn in its use from the continental theatres.

Here then are some of the possibilities in this form of

dramatic art ;
but it will be evident that they will be

neither realized nor used unless the writer ofthe pageant
is a dramatist of wide experience; the majority of

pageants fail because of the quality of the "book."

The whole form is new, and only a dramatist of ex-

perience and knowledge can attempt a new form with

any hope of achievement. Historical facts are null and
void unless they are lighted by imagination and handled

with skill by a writer who is able to apply differing
methods of treatment according to the subject and to

the conditions of performance.
But what usually happens when a Pageant is in the

air? The Local Committee searches about first of all

for an author who will provide the book free, and the

choice generally falls upon the most learned of the local

archaeologists, as he sits examining flint arrowheads in

the pleasant study of his Georgian rectory. He, poor
man, has never written a play, and but rarely goes to

see one ; he has never supposed that the mantle of the

dramatist would fall upon him; but fall it does, and
he has neither chariot of fire nor horses of fire. So he

laboriously marshals dates, and facts, and local

worthies, and, with a painful effort, swathes his well-

loved history in blank verse or rhyming couplets. His

feet become more and more entangled as these proceed,
but at last he gives a sigh of relief and returns to his

arrowheads. The book is then in the printer's hands,
and lastly in the unfortunate producer's. But as all

these labours have not succeeded in creating drama, the

producer has nothing to produce, the players have
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nothing to act, and all the enthusiasm and energy given
to the organization are spent on something that has

never breathed.

It is true that the study of history and of social life

incident to a pageant is educational, however dull the

book, but the information thus acquired does not com-

pare with the sudden illumination that the drama
throws on any event of human life. The only excuse for

a pageant is that it is possible through this medium to

make both players and audience live through a piece of

concentrated experience of life, which, belonging to the

past, is at the same time intimately related to the present
and the future. If this is to be, the first essential is that

the writer of the book shall be a dramatist. It is

better still if he is also a producer, with the power to

express himself in drama, colour, and music.

One cannot get music quite out of one's head in

writing ofpageants ;
this kind of dramatic composition

seems to draw a kind of nourishment from music, and
even to take its forms. A pageant resembles a sym-

phony ;
it is a unity composed of differing parts that

are so contrasted, and yet so related that each has an

essential contribution to make to the whole. Each

episode contains, and is built up on, some strong

dominating mood which is expressed not only in the

acting, but in the general rhythm and pattern of the

scene : this mood is thrown into contrast by the moods
of the episodes which precede and which follow it, and

the audience is led from one to another into the general

comprehension of the idea. (Something of this was

shown in the delicately dream-like Pageant of Abinger
in 1934, which had Dr. Vaughan Williams behind it.)

Tragedy, comedy, fantasy, farce, mime, and
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all have their place in pageant-work; the dramatist

has plenty of tools to work with, and of freedom for

experiment which makes it all the more regrettable
that so many professional "Pageant-Masters

53
never

get beyond the old routine of the "Circus-Pageant," a

mere display of horses and of clothes.



CHAPTER III

TECHNIQUE OF WRITING

IT is apparent that the unusual opportunity of using

mass movement and emotion given by the pageant

brings with it the need for a technique in pageant-

writing that differs from the technique of ordinary
theatre-drama. Inside the theatre the mass may be sug-

gested, and indeed strongly felt, but it is not actually

there. On the pageant-stage, however, it is there, and

because the mass is the basis of the pageant its use and

its control must be carefully studied. It is for this

reason that the writer of a pageant should also be a

producer; crowd-work is a sensitive thing, depending
on a close rapport between the producer and the players,

.and it is impossible for anyone who has no experience

of production to know what can or what cannot be

done with a crowd.

The technique of pageant-writing has been little

explored as yet, and the progress, since the pre-War

pageants of Louis Parker, has been small Here and

there individual contributions have been made, as in

the imaginative and effective Pageants of Guildford

and of Chiddingfold by Graham Robertson, the

Pageant ofMount Grace, by Lady Bell, and the Pageant

ofNorwich, by Nugent Monck. The Play and Pageant
Union of Hampstead developed a style of its own, akin

to the treatment of history in Puck ofPooKs Hill But,

apart from these, there is still the tendency to be content

with the conventional subjects, and the conventional

17
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treatment, and to shirk the arousing ofany real emotion.

Ifthe pageant is only a publicity stunt, or a snob parade,
these subjects and this treatment are adequate, but if

a real pride in the town or village prompts the desire

to honour its past, the dramatist has a cast and an

audience worthy of the full exercise of his imagination
and powers. There are three reasons why pageant-

technique makes no progress

Firstly, the Organizing Committee does not regard
the book as of any importance at all.

Secondly, it is so rare for any author to write more than

one pageant that there is a complete lack of cumulative

experience.

Thirdly, the publication of pageant-books being

purely local, and the edition usually sold out, other

pageants are not easily accessible to the writer, and

consequently neither he nor the promoters ever read

any but their own. The British Drama League has

made a collection of pageant-books, to serve either as

an example or as a warning, and is also prepared to

give special advice on the subject, but it is only

occasionally that writers realize that both comparison
and advice may be useful in the task of composing a

pageant.

Leaving until another chapter the question of subject
and material, let us first consider what the manner of

treatment should be if the pageant is not only to make
a fine show but also to convey ideas in dramatic form.

There are certain conditions common to all outdoor

work which go towards creating technique.

(a) The Audience, to begin with, is very large, is at

a distance from the players, and is not under the
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discipline of the theatre ;
it is cinema-fed, and is

therefore more accustomed to look than to listen.

(b] Most pageants are performed in daylight, but it is

impossible to forecast before writing whether they will

be played in brilliant sunlight, driving rain, obscuring

mist, or a howling wind. Lighting and sound effects

are "circumstances over which there is no control."

(c) There is no curtain., so that scenes must be both

begun and finished.

Now these conditions are the limitations and the oppor-
tunities of the artist's material, they must be considered

in every aspect of the pageant, but the first, that of the

audience, is the most important of all. There is no need
to write down to an audience of this kind, nor to sup-

pose it incapable of being stirred ;
on the contrary, it is

closely observant, and its very size makes an emotional

reaction fairly easy to get, because emotion is infectious.

But it is not at first predisposed to emotional reaction

it is in a casual mood and writer, producer, and players
have got to put their backs into their work, if they are

to get it across.

For the writer, I think that one may say that the

secret of his success lies in his understanding and use of

Emphasis. He has to discover the prevailing emotion of

any given scene, to simplify and broaden it, and then

to give it all the weight that he can, in order to force it

home upon the audience. Because the scene is played
at a distance from the audience, so that the figures are

very much smaller to it than are those of stage-players,
and because there is no help from lighting to make any-

thing or anyone stand out, both writing and production
must be broadened in order to make the drama appear

3 (G.C.I5I)
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in full relief. A pageant stage is no place for subtleties,

everything must be drawn in boldly and simply, even

to the point of exaggeration.

A scene representing the stirring of a rebellion will

illustrate this. First of all the dramatist has to show the

background and first cause of his event, by introducing

the accumulating grievances which finally cause the

rebellion. These grievances may not be strong enough
to unite the groups or individuals who nurse them, but

they will be sufficiently strong to draw them together

into a common meeting place, and to give them some

voice ;
at this opening there will be some ebb and flow

of ideas, some check perhaps, or some opposition, but

the general feeling will be the same. Then there may
be the anticipation of the strong personality who will

unite them, and finally there may be his speech, inciting

them to action, playing upon the emotions already

shown, drawing these emotions together, until at last,

in one final rush of enthusiasm, he carries the whole

mass with him.

In such a scene it is easy enough to give emphasis to

the fiery oration the leader will be raised, his points

will be echoed by shouts from the crowd, and the

emotion will gather impetus throughout. But it will

not be so easy to build up the first idea of sullen resent-

ment in the crowd, because such a feeling is so often

repressed by fear, which does not find a ready outlet in

speech or action. But it is important that this should be

established carefully, in order that the contrast between

the stagnation of a slavish fear, and the courage gained

by inspiration should be made very strong indeed. In

writing this scene, the dramatist must guard against the

temptation to make his crowd too individual, and to
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introduce too much information : out of a mass of pos-
sible grievances he should choose a few, and bring these

out. He must not depend on the explanation in the pro-

gramme to make his idea clear to an uninstructed

audience, but he must make it see and feel that here are

people stricken and oppressed, and that here is a fire

of faith that will lift them above oppression. Dates

and facts are of secondary importance to the audience,
but this is a piece ofuniversal human experience, and it

is as such that it will reach its audience.

The audience must s'ee and feel it. This brings us to

what is really the fundamental principle of pageant
work, whether in writing or production Action comes

before speech. The main expression in a pageant is

action, and the dialogue is, as it were, forced out by the

action, coming when it is absolutely necessary in order

to make the action doubly clear, by casting a high light

on it. For example, the rush of an angry crowd will

carry words with it, shouts, oaths, short exclamations,

which, though they appear confused, will yet bring out

the cause of the anger, and heighten the effect of the

rush. It may be stemmed by a man of strong courage,
and he, too, will need words ; he must speak, and speak
with strength and vigour, with intensity and economy
but the rush and the check will convey the drama first.

Action comes before speech in human life, and action

comes before speech in this large-scale view of human

life; the writer must think in terms of action before he

allows himself to think of speech.
The recognition of this truth leads to a number of

" dumb-show" pageants ; but these are rarely effective.

The players in them, unless they are perfectly trained

in physical expression, find themselves brought up short
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at the most dramatic moments, cut offfrom their climax

for lack of words, and their acting becomes lifeless and

uninteresting. There is all the difference in the world

between a pageant that is really mimed, and one that

is played without words by untrained amateurs. Eng-
lish bodies are inarticulate.

The proportion of dialogue to action is a matter of

experiment, and a good deal will be given or taken

away at rehearsals as need arises. Much of the acting
is done more effectively in silence, or to music, and
the formalized movements of religious processions, of

mourners, or ofa king with his followers need no words
;

but as a general rule the action will require dialogue of

a special kind. It should consist only ofthe most neces-

sary speech, it should be definite and emphatic, and

should convey strong, simple emotion. The speech of

the crowd should be given them "rhubarb and

potatoes" are no use here for the mood of the scene

is lost if the crowd does not understand the direction

of its ideas. It wants a collection of short forcible sen-

tences, not printed in the book, butjust handed to them

by the producer in rehearsal. He will then balance

them, so that out of a babel of sound the necessary idea

floats to the surface. The dialogue of the principals
contrasts with that of the crowd in being more

developed, but even here there must be strict economy;
their speeches must be short, and even when a sermon

or political speech is introduced, it should only seem

to be long. At the same time, short, chippy
" Coward"

dialogue is dangerous, for thought travels slowly over a

distance, and it takes very much longer to establish an

idea out of doors. For this purpose, a certain amount of

repetition is needed, which may be exemplified in the
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introduction of important characters. Where half a

sentence, or a gesture, may suffice in the theatre, the

pageant arena and audience require about ten times as

much. If Richard of Bordeaux is to make a formal

entrance, the appearance of the Royal Herald, with his

coat-armour and trumpeter, speaks to the eye; his

lengthy proclamation, giving the King's name and full

title, to the ear; then the procession, in which the

King's colours, and his famous device of the White
Hart are constantly repeated, leads gradually to the

climax of the King's person. The entry of a mes-

senger at full gallop, shouting his message to a quiet

group from afar, the shattering of the quiet, the eager

questioning of the group and the rousing of expectancy
will all help to build up an entrance or the fleeing

away of group after group of people, in obvious terror

and confusion. In the first, the dialogue will be loud

and quick, the questions only variants of the same

theme, the answers always the same ;
in the second the

fugitives will cry the names of their pursuers in a con-

fused outcry "The Norsemen! the Norsemen! The
Black Danes! the Raven!" etc.

In any pageant the speech must be dynamic; there is

no time for the slow unfolding of mental processes by
means of dialogue.

Apart from the seeming-realistic treatment that I

have described, there is another very powerful medium
to be used in Concerted Speech. We can hear it in the

speech of the crowd at Oberammergau, but it is there

the survival of an old convention which now seems

curiously out ofplace in a highly realistic performance.
But Concerted Speech, as it is used in such modern

plays as The Adding Machine., Todtenmahl, and Murder in
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the Cathedral, has a definite place in the non-realistic

pageant, of which I will treat later.

Poetry, from its very delicacy and subtlety, belongs
more properly to the smaller outdoor play, or to the

masque than to the large arena of the pageant, and
indeed it would hardly be necessary to discuss it under
this heading if it were not that so many pageants are,

unfortunately, written in verse. Some inner voice

seems to prompt the tyro to write thus, and I think that

this voice is the distant echo of the masque. Be that

as it may, he feels that it ought to be verse, and verse it

is or rather doggerel. No worse medium could pos-

sibly be found than this uneasy blank verse, or these

stilted couplets ; they are completely static, the drama

being held up while Kings, Peasants, and Spirits alike

pour out their full hearts in interminable rhyme.

Spirits are the worst offenders, for, since what they have
to say is vague, indeterminate, and wholly unnecessary,
there is very little reason why they should ever stop

saying it.

Bad verse is one pitfall, and Wardour Street

medievalism is another. In some pageants the verse is

kept for the Spirits, while the realistic characters speak

"tushery." In this one can see the laudable intention

of keeping mortals and immortals in different conven-

tions, but if tushery is intended to convey the realistic

speech of any given period, it fails in its purpose, for it

belongs to none. To garnish the dialogue with
" Zounds!" "Methinks," and a curious entanglement
oftenses is not to give any kind ofhistorical atmosphere.
The speech must at all costs be dramatic, and the

choice lies between modern English and the language
of the period. The first alternative appears easier than
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it is, a real mastery over modern English is necessary if

the writer is to use it as the expression of an older life

and thought. But if the writer is accustomed to the use

of good dramatic English, and can get the effect of

colloquialism without jarring inappropriateness, he is

wise to employ it, for the players will be at home in it,

and the audience will understand it without effort. It

is, however, possible to use a simplified form of the

idiom of each period without archaisms, and I think

that if this is done very carefully, the scenes gain con-

siderably in atmosphere. It is, of course, the colloquial

speech of the period that is needed, not the language of

state documents, and this is best studied in letters,

diaries, novels, and plays until the idiom is quite
familiar. Special care is needed for short emotional

exclamations, expletives, and oaths, as these mark their

period very strongly. I have often desired a handbook
on oaths, for in pageants one is often concerned with a

life of violence, and those who live violently swear

heartily. One should know when it was correct to swear

by the saints, and when by classical deities ; one should

know too about the strong language of ladies, from the

"by Seint Loye" of the Prioresse in the Canterbury

Tales, to the "Great God !" that fell so genteelly from
the lips ofJane Austen's heroines.

Ifthe speech is made too archaic, it hinders the actors,

and anything that hinders the actors should be cut

out ; but each period has its own rhythm, its own form
and tempo, and above all, its own humour; a great
deal of atmosphere is lost if all this is ignored.
The writer and the producer work closely together in

the creation of the crowd; it is for the writer to make out

of it a dramatic personality, and to plan its general
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movement, action and reaction, while the producer will

carry out and strengthen his effects. It is for the writer,

too, to get the general proportion ofcrowd to individual

on which so much of the dramatic interest depends. In

the realistic convention a mass of people will rarely

gain the sympathy of an audience so long as it remains

only a mass ; it is necessary to sum up its emotions, and

bring them to a head in certain individuals or small

groups which are typical of the whole. In the mass-

work of the Russian theatre the mass does not require
this individualization, but the English character, and
therefore English art, does not express itself in the com-

plete merging of the individual in the mass. A sym-

pathetic link with the audience is more easily obtained

if the "man in the street" is seen and is allowed to

speak for himself. We find instances of this in the

Forum Scene in Julius Caesar, and in other crowd scenes

by Shakespeare. When the "man in the street" has

spoken for himself, and allied himselfwith the audience,

he may be allowed to go back into the crowd, which

will itself gain in force through this individual inter-

pretation of its meaning. The larger the stage, how-

ever, the less this individualization of the crowd is

possible, and a middle way may be found by multi-

plying the individual into a small family or group
which stands out in reliefnow and then.

When it is a question of the conflict between the

crowd and the individual, it is necessary to consider the
'

size of the stage before deciding how far the individual

can stand alone. On a reasonably small enclosed stage,

the single figure may be able to gain its effect, but on

the large arena it will be too small to carry very much

weight of character. It is possible then to magnify it
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and give it a special emphasis in various ways. One

obvious method is to mount the character always

provided that he is a good horseman. The horse

responds so readily to the emotion of a sympathetic

rider that it actually strengthens it; you may show

Charles I vacillating on foot, but he will be three or four

times as vacillating if he vacillates on a horse. Or the

character may be enlarged by a group ofpartisans, who

may or may not be allowed to speak, but who add

weight to the idea carried by the individual. An

interesting instance of the use of single characters is

found in one of those rare instances in which real life

and drama coincide the meeting of Wat Tyler and his

peasants with the young King Richard II. On both

sides there is the typical figure symbolizing an idea

carried by his followers; there is the drama between

the two sides, and then between the two individuals. The

dramatic climax being reached at the murder of Wat

Tyler, a magnificent effect is got by the action of the

young King in detaching himself from his partisan fol-

lowing, and putting himself at the head ofthe opposing
side. The whole event could not have been better

planned^ even if Shakespeare had created it. The

Greeks enlarged their individual by the use ofmasks and

of the colthurnus, and of course in any stylized pageant
masks would be a very simple way of getting this effect.

But by whatever means it is achieved, it is always neces-

sary to reinforce the individual, to make him seem a

little larger than life if he is to balance the crowd.
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DECORATION OF THE PAGEANT

PAGEANTRY depends so much on the appeal to the eye
that the writer should make himself thoroughly
familiar with the various forms of "embellishment"

that can be used. Processions, masques, puppet shows,

popular entertainments, music, and dancing, all have

their place in this type of decorative drama, and all

have possibilities, not only as decoration, but as part-

of the dramatic scheme. Those who saw the 1935

Jubilee procession can testify to the moving effect that

it had on the crowd not from its gorgeousness, nor

from any pomp and ceremony, but from the human

appeal of its complete simplicity, and from the sincere

affection with which it was greeted. The use of a small

and simple procession where a fine and pompous one

might reasonably be expected is generally moving, and

any procession should have an emotional effect of some

kind. The character of a procession must be studied

carefully, and built up by every detail used
;
the writer

must be careful over the composition of his processions,

and must know exactly how they would be made up,

and how far the emotion of each would be felt and

shown by the people taking part in it. If a King is to

appear in full splendour, then pomp should be studied

in everything, and no opportunity of making the com-

pany magnificent should be lost; if defeat or sorrow is

the note, everything should then be planned to convey

this emotion throughout. I shall never forget how

29
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the men of the British Legion, at the first rehearsal of

the Pageant of Launceston, showed me the entrance of

the starved, wounded, and exhausted remnant of an

army "that would not give over while life or limb

lasted." At the final performance too, it was the entry
of this small trailing company of foot-soldiers that held

the audience, rather than that of the brisk and gaily-

dressed conquerors on horseback. The writer then, in

the course of his research, must discover the right

people to put into any procession, the ceremonies or

ritual to be observed, and the general feeling that it

must convey; the producer will then have the more
difficult work of carrying out the effect.

The various forms of public entertainment, from the

"pageant" of the Guilds which travelled the streets to

the classical masques of the Elizabethan Court, are

valuable decorative and comic material, though they
must always be curtailed. The "pageant," or open
stage on wheels, is easily constructed (or adapted from

a haywain or lorry), and the acting ofsome old play on
this will make an amusing interlude in a big crowd
scene. The masque was not, properly speaking, an

outdoor play, being written for performance in the

great hall, but it is a piece of fine decoration on such

an occasion as the entertainment of Queen Elizabeth

or James I by some city or lord, and of delightful

caricature when played by such amateurs as Holofernes

and his company in Love's Labour 's Lost. In these we get

stylization to the last degree, masks, gorgeously fantas-

tic dresses, and elaborate ships, castles, and the like,

made to contain the performers. The charm of the

Elizabethan dances and music, added to all this fan-

tastication, helps to make the masque a very gay and
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pleasant affair. It is necessary to make a study of

masques and their contemporary production, if the full

flavour of their ridiculously gorgeous and queer effect

is to be got.

The festivals and ceremonies of the country are also

effective, and give to the scene a curiously ancient

feeling. The Maygames, the Horn Dance, the Crying
ofthe Neck all belong to the old ritual drama ofNature-

worship, and the manner and costumes of the per-

formers, where they still exist, even now carry with them

something of the solemnity of worship. In earlier days,
this feeling must have been even more conscious, for

the countryman has always been a pagan at heart, and

they should never be treated in country scenes merely as

entertainments that would cause laughter in the on-

lookers. All such festivities, however, ended in licence

and drunkenness, as a natural result from the religious

ecstasy which originally caused, or was caused by, the

dance, and a rough gaiety would pervade the scene.

Then there are the travelling entertainers, whose name
was Legion, and who wandered about from fair to fair,

picking up a precarious living the jongleurs, tale-

tellers, ballad-singers, dancers, fortune-tellers, and

puppet-show men ; there were quacks, tooth-drawers,

white or black witches, friars, summoners, pilgrims
a host ofpeople who made money with one-man shows,

or pretended science. All these elements will help to

build up an air of gaiety, and will add a note of fantastic

unreality to the scene.

Songs and dances are very often a pitfall for the begin-

ner, for they may delay the dramatic action very con-

siderably. Yet they are valuable, not only as decora-

tion, but as adding to the general emotional effect. A
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little melancholy pipe-tune will float up above all the

clamour of a market-scene with a poignant effect, a

trumpet call is startling and exciting, and singing ofany
kind will always attract the attention from speech or

action. But both music and dancing must be, as cooks

say, "floated lightly to the mixture" lest they spoil the

dramatic effect, and both must be considered very care-

fully. Naturally, in any historical scene, the music and
the dances must be of the period represented, but it is

easy now to ensure this accuracy, and various books on
these subjects are included in the bibliography at the

end of this book.

But apart from their accuracy the producer's
business the author has to see that they are used only
as part ofthe general structure, and as much and as little

as he wants. Very often it is only a little piece of a

dance that is needed, for a group of peasants perhaps
to hear a tune, to pick up the dance, to be distracted

by something else, and to stop dancing. But your
Folk-Dance enthusiasts will dance their Rufty-Tufty
to the end, and the Choral Society will have their

sing out, no matter what the business of the scene

demands, unless someone stops them. Both singing and

dancing may be used very effectively between the scenes,

but I shall consider that later.

Entrances and exits differ from those of the theatre,

and they are by no means easy to contrive
;
each scene

has to begin, and to end at a distance from the dramatic

focus, and the obvious danger is that of a tedious begin-

ning and an ending that is anti-climax. The public
admires long-distance entries "It was so lovely to see

them coming for half a mile through the trees !

" But
while they were coming halfa mile, what was happening
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to the stage ? The attention of the audience was drawn
to the moving figures, and the drama on the stage

was killed. There is a fine decorative effect to be got
from long ceremonial processions, full of pomp and

heraldry and gorgeous dresses
;
there is a thrill of excite-

ment in a rush of horsemen at full gallop, but there is

with these a real danger of stopping the drama unless

they are carefully used. The author must be sure of

some shorter entrances, and if possible, one that is

quite near the acting area. A background of dark trees

will give some mystery to an entrance, and the audience

may be allowed to see lurking among the trees figures

who will later rush in upon the scene ;
or fairies may be

stored up in the trees, to drop down when they are

required. Special surroundings will give special

entrances and exits, and the author should be quite

sure of what he will get in this way before he begins to

write. If the ground provides nothing that will give
a short sudden entrance, it may be necessary to use

scenery, in the form of a house, or a gateway.
When the book is ready for the producer it will be

found to consist very largely of stage directions, and

great care must be given to these. This is another reason

why the author should have a working knowledge of

production, since he ought to know what is possible

out of doors and what is not, and to be able to make
some kind of guess at the timing. The dramatist must

test the timing of his action in order to know where the

focus ofinterest will be at any moment, and must shape
his scene accordingly ; later, the producer will modify

this, but the dramatist must understand that a great

part of his work is in the stage directions, and that they
are as important as, if not more so than, the dialogue.
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Stage directions should not be wordy, but they should

give enough description for the crowd to understand

what it is doing and feeling throughout. Briefly, the

stage directions should be explicit, definite, and

descriptive.

I have so far dealt only with the realistic pageant, or

at least that which appears realistic to the audience.

In practice, however, the appearance of realism is

always attained, even in this type of pageant, by a

process of formalization which magnifies the dramatic

event by the elimination of a mass of irrelevant detail

which would surround it in the actual happening, so

that even the realistic pageant is not entirely photo-

graphic in its representation or conception.
But the non-realistic pageant, based on dance-

drama, music, concerted speech and movement, with

strongly stylized effects, offers a new and a great oppor-

tunity to the artist. The mass work of some of the

modern schools of movement, more especially perhaps
that of Rudolf von Laban, and the harmonious inter-

pretation of music and movement taught by Jacques
Dalcroze in Eurhythmies both show its possibilities.

The experiments of the Russian Soviet Theatre, in

bringing the mass action outside the limits ofthe stage,

and uniting players and audience, have been extremely

interesting, and some fine mass expression has also been

used among the Youth groups of Holland. We have

later to look for a further growth in this type of work
from the Ohel Players in Palestine, with their open air

theatre for an audience of 20,000. In Africa, all drama
is still rooted in the dance, and expression by rhythmic
movement and song is instinctive and powerful. We
have much to learn from the African if indeed it were
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ever possible for us to recapture the strength and

perfection of movement that comes from the splendid

physique of a people still young enough to retain a

harmony with Nature. The ritual or fetish dance is

still carried on among the Bantu tribes, and we may see

the history of the drama in all its stages in the con-

tinent of Africa
; but, apart from this particular in-

terest, we may see here, as in Russia, the dramatic

expression of a community united in life and ideal.

Among all the Bantu tribes the dance is a communal

thing, the expression of the tribe rather than of the

individual ;
the general form is that of the early Greek

drama : one, or perhaps a few separate dancers develop
the whole idea of the group, while the mass of dancers

carries it out as a kind of chorus. Through the influence

of Achimota College in Nigeria (where the education

is directed towards the perfecting of the tribal life by
a sane introduction of the best in European science and

culture) one important move forward has been made,
which may result in a great contribution to the dramatic

art of the world. The tribal dance has been enlarged
and inspired by the cultural influence of the College,

in one instance at least, into an expression of general
and universal ideas without the imposition of a foreign

form and technique.
Action comes before speech, and goes beyond speech ;

action is a universal language which needs no inter-

preter ; we have in dance-drama and rhythmical mass

expression a form of art in which the Old World meets

the New, and through which all the peoples ofthe world

can speak to each other.
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READING FOR THE PAGEANT

THE subject of a pageant is generally the history of a

place, a trade, or a profession. At its most common-

place, it is merely a statement of fact that Queen
Elfreda built a church here (and she is shown with a

suitable company stating that she will build a church

there), or that Henry IV gave the town a charter, and

he is seen, also with a suitable company, giving the

town a .charter. But treated more imaginatively it

is history floodlit by the drama. Whether treated

imaginatively or not, however, history is the material

out ofwhich the pageant is made, and the discovery and

selection of the material needs a great deal of care and

consideration.

The Pageant Committee is always eager to see repre-

sented everything that ever happened in the town or

county, and every famous person that was even remotely
connected with it

;
and the enthusiasm of its members is

sometimes a stumbling block to the dramatist. His first

work is to establish a firm but tactful relationship with

his Committee, and to induce it to trust his experience

and to accept his treatment of the facts. If he is

working with the Local History Society of any county,

he will find that it can give a kind of help that is not to

be got in any other way ;
its members will have made a

thorough study of their respective subjects, and he will

be able to learn from them not only the facts of his-

tory, but something of the relationship between the

37
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place and the people that is so essential to his under-

standing of the history ;
and also a good deal of tradi-

. tion that has never been written down. They will

be in touch with the old people who remember clearly
the social life of their childhood, small illuminating

events, and scraps of tradition which can be made into

a whole by a fuller knowledge of folklore. At Ridling-
ton in Rutlandshire, I heard from the villagers quite
vivid accounts, that had been handed down orally, of

small skirmishes that had taken place in the parish

during the Wars of the Roses, and of the hurried flight

of a family that had been implicated in the Guy
Fawkes plot. A knowledge of the place and the people
is necessary if the pageant is to belong to its players,

and to mean anything to them, and it is almost impos-
sible to express the inner life of the place if the author

writes entirely from outside. If he does not live in the

place, and cannot spend much time there, he should be

in close touch with people who have this knowledge
and understanding of the past life of the place.

Round all old places a mass of fictitious history has

grownupnow mere sentimental or facetiousjournalese,
which has been dished up for tourists so long that the

people of the place have come to believe it, and will

often be the most eager in demanding that it shall be

included : the writer has to pick his way carefully, and
to use a good deal of tact in getting rid of these old

familiar fakes, so dear have they become. There will,

however, be a wealth of genuine information on which

to draw, and he will be concerned mainly with a process
of selection and adaptation. Now an historian knows

how to read history, but a dramatist may be quite
unaccustomed to doing so, and may find a real difficulty
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in tackling his subject. It may not be amiss, therefore,

to suggest methods that I myself (not being an historian)

have found useful in collecting historical material for

pageants.
The absorption of facts must come first, before the

imagination is allowed off the lead, and one must make
oneself thoroughly familiar with the real history of the

place or district by a careful study of reliable and un-

biased authorities. In most instances the Victoria County

History will give the necessary basis for local history,

and will give references to other authorities on each

subject. In making this local study, one will note par-

ticularly the effects of such great national movements,
as the Civil War, the Reformation, and others, on the

district. If an episodic pageant is required, one will be

gradually making a selection of those events that are

promising as dramatic material and that bear some

special significance, always remembering the necessity
for a connecting idea, for contrast in mood, and for

some degree of spacing throughout the centuries.

When the survey of local history is complete, the

scenes should be chosen ;
and now another process of

reading begins the study of social life, character, and

general atmosphere. The bare facts are known, and
one has to discover why they happened, what were the

motives and what the reactions of those who made and
who suffered them. When historically famous charac-

ters are to be introduced, the Dictionary of National Bio-

graphy is usually the initial source of information, and

the bibliography at the end of each life in this work
shows the way to further investigation ; there will also

be the more modern books on such personalities, which

give a psychological as well as an historical study ofthe
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character. Further guidance in the matter of reading
will be found in the bibliography at the end of this book.

This kind of reading is engrossingly interesting, and
takes a great deal of time; often it is necessary to read

several books in order to get a clear picture ofsome very
minor character with perhaps a word or two to say.

Each period must be taken separately and chrono-

logically, and studied with the greatest care
;
one must

be familiar with the general social life of each, and in-

deed so soaked in its atmosphere that one almost lives

in it for the time being. The characters must be studied

in detail, and if little information is forthcoming about

any one ofthem, it may be necessary to study the whole

class or profession to which he belonged in order to

create him. I remember how long it took me to dis-

cover the probable personalities of two parish priests in

the twelfth century, whose quarrel formed the basis of

a scene.

During this period of study it is not necessarily the

cool, accurate historians who help one, for one is now

reading for that stirring of the imagination that will set

the scene in motion. Anything may do this, a novel, a

letter, a little note in a churchwarden's account, but

it is the strongly prejudiced writer who will make the

scene vivid. It would be impossible to treat a Civil

War scene without discovering what Clarendon had to

say about the people and the event; and in Piers

Plowman there is just that strength of comment that one

needs. No one views the events of his own time dis-

passionately, and the writers who give one these events

in the light of strong personal feeling are the most

likely to reveal one at least ofthe causes ofthem ; more-

over, since these prejudiced views are generally caused
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by sympathy with or antipathy towards personalities,

they help to show these personalities as they appeared to

the people of their time. Besides these biased histories,

there are numbers of books on social life and customs,

letters, diaries, memoirs, and so on, all of which supply
detail and throw light on personality. The plays,

stories, and novels of any period will give "the very age
and body of the time his form and pressure," and the

reminiscences ofold inhabitants now fit into their places.
The episode of any period should be written before

the next is studied, for one then has to pull oneself out

of one century, and plant oneself in the next no very

easy process, and one that needs time. But Time is a

factor often forgotten by pageanteers, who decide at

an enthusiastic meeting held in March, to produce a

pageant in July, and descend upon the unfortunate

dramatist with a demand for a five-episode pageant to be

ready in May at the latest. Ifthe pageant is to be worth

acting at all, the dramatist will want six months careful

study at least before he can finish the book, and he will

be hard put to it to accomplish his task even in that

time.

Having absorbed facts and persons thoroughly, and
chosen the episodes, the history has to be "treated,

33

and at this point the serious historian is apt to fall foul

of the dramatist. But if the dramatist has first made an

honest study of fact, he should be allowed a free hand
over this process, for the conversion of history into

drama is not easy, and there must be a certain re-

arrangement of facts. The purpose of this treatment is

to bring the events within the imaginative understand-

ing ofthepeople ofto-day ; thedramatist has tointerpret
the past as he shows it, and this interpretation is
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given only by the concentration, the enlargement, and
the strong light of Drama. No one fully understands
his own times, and therefore to show the events exactly
as they happened is to leave the audience almost as

much in the dark about their real significance as were
the people to whom they happened. There may be a
series of events such as the climax of the Wat Tyler
rebellion to which I have already referred which are

drama in themselves; but more often the facts of

several days have to be put into one, or unrecorded
incidents and characters introduced, in order to

strengthen and clarify the scene.



CHAPTER VI

FORM AND SUBJECT OF PAGEANTS

A PAGEANT is usually a collection of unrelated episodes,

and the Pageant Committee's desire to see every event

of local history represented is apt to make these far too

numerous, so that no single piece of drama can be

properly developed. Though this is the generally

accepted form of pageant, there is no reason at all why
it should always remain so, and the dramatist must

make his own limits about the number of episodes to be

included. In Rothenburg, as in some other German

towns, one important scene in the civic history has been

singled out for dramatic representation, and the playing
of this one scene has become traditional. The theme is

fully used, and the songs and dances of the district have

become part of it, so that it is a true piece of communal

drama, grown up out of the life of the people. During
the Thirty Years

5 War Rothenburg fell, after a long

siege, into the hands of the Catholic Army under

General Tilly, who threatened to hang the whole

council for their prolonged resistance. As a joke, how-

ever, he offered to save their lives if one of them would

drink an enormous goblet of wine
; George Nusch did

this, and saved the lives of the other Councillors. No

romantically heroic action, but one that expresses the

strong civic devotion and pride so characteristic of

Germany.
We may learn a practical lesson from the German

and Swiss pageant-plays : we should make the history
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of any place far more interesting if we were content

with single-episode pageants, treating each event fully,

and giving it a real chance as drama. If there were six

events in the history of any town or village that were

worth representation, a cycle of six plays might be

written, and one performed every year or every other

year. The organization would simplify itself every

time; a technique of pageant-playing would be

developed among the players, so that much of the care-

lessness and crudity of pageant production would dis-

appear, and a fine piece of communal drama might

very well result. The history of a county could be

treated in a similar way, either in a cycle of plays on
the more notable incidents, or developed village by
village in a series of pageants.
The latter method offers to Rural Community Coun-

cils a special opportunity for bringing their different

activities together, and for doing really creative work in

the drama. The Local History groups would be asked

to co-operate with the Drama groups in the composi-
tion of small pageants, the history supplied by the

former being turned into drama by the latter under the

guidance of drama instructors who had both a sound

knowledge of the technique of play-writing and the gift

of drawing out the creative powers of others. It

would certainly be possible to get a drama class to dis-

cover, by discussion, the dramatic possibilities of any
event, and then by mutual contribution to build it up
into a play. Such a method would have its dangers, of

course, and should only be attempted by instructors who
had special gifts, but interesting experiments in this

communal play-writing have already been made by the

Carolina Playmakers in America and by others.
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The play-cycle would, however, be lacking in one
element which may be considered an essendal in a

pageant : the sense of continuity would almost inevit-

ably be lost ; for, although the events would be treated

chronologically, the audience, differing at every per-

formance, would not take each as a part of the whole.

The educational value is particularly great in the

village pageant, since it is easier to get the community
permeated with the spirit of each episode by the study
and preparation of it, than to inspire a large unwieldy
cast. The players and their friends will probably meet
on winter evenings to read and study their episode, to

make costumes and props, to learn music and dancing
under the guidance of their producer, and he will then

have the opportunity to talk informally about the

people who wore the clothes, about the agriculture and

ownership of the land, and about the general method
of life in the period with which they are concerned. A
common workroom for the pageant and a special night
each week for pageant work will be found most valuable

for arousing interest both in history and in the drama,
and in the friendly process of making and planning

things together, stories of queer characters and strange
events will creep out that would never have come to the

surface in ordinary conversation.

Now many people perhaps most people are apt to

say, "Ours is such a little place, nothing can ever have

happened here," and on the surface it may seem so.

Butjust begin to search and the whole village takes on a

different air. It may lie in a sunny haze, filled with the

sound of insects and punctuated by the cuckoo, on a

summer day indeed it has always known how to do

that but there is no question that beneath this
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apparent peace there has been as much human emotion

as in any crowded town; and the lives of the people
will to-day, as in the past, show the strongest and
starkest drama. Most of us know nothing of what

village life is now, and we know still less of what it

has been. There is no need to drag travelling queens
for miles out of their way to make material for a village

pageant; the endless drama of squire, parson, and

people will give you all that is wanted. There was that

day before the Civil War when Mistress Bidlake and
Mistress Ellworthy fought tooth and nail in the church-

yard, because Mistress Ellworthy, the farmer's wife,

went into church before Mistress Bidlake, the Squire's

lady; there was that distressing service on Christmas

Day, when Laomedon Lippincott thrust his dagger
into Roger Menwynnicke as he sat beside him in the

pew in church ; there was a Squire who dared not walk

abroad for fear of his enemy who lurked behind the

hedges with his sons, ready to attack him; there was

the burning of the unauthorized mill by the monks ;

and a host of other things going on all over our peaceful

countryside. And besides these everyday affairs, there

were the great movements which swept over the whole

country, from which no one could escape, the Civil

Wars; the Peasants
3

Rebellions; the Harryings of

Kings; and so on. There is no village without a

history.

The length of the pageant depends a little on the

comfort of the seats : if a feat of great physical endur-

ance is demanded of the audience the pageant should

be short; and even if the accommodation is reasonably
comfortable the performance should not last much
more than two hours. Fifteen minutes are necessary to
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make each scene intelligible, and therefore it is better

to limit the number of episodes to four or five.

Two of the main problems of pageant-writing are

how to drive the meaning of the scene home, and how to link

one scene with the next.

In Greek Drama the method is simple, the action of

the play is in the hands of the protagonists, and the

comment is made by the chorus. The individual and
the crowd were separate, and the Greek audience was
satisfied.

Many pageant-writers have attempted to reproduce

this, but with little success. The Chorus of Spirits,

Father Time, or the Narrator are apt to bore themodern

audience, which, being cinema-fed, can see but cannot

listen. I remember a sigh behind me, "Oh, here come
those dreadful people again!" as the lovely ladies of

the chorus floated on, and it cured me of choruses.

As to the comment on the scene I have no doubt left

in my mind about it. It should be conveyed by the

scene itself in unmistakable terms, and the audience

should be made to feel about it just what the author

wishes it to feel. If it is real drama, the comment will

be implicit ; if it is not, a spate of blank verse will not

help it. The scene should leave the audience caught

up in the experience of a definite emotion.

I think that the best link between the episodes is

music, possibly with the addition of choric dance. By
music the feelings of the audience at the end of the

scene are echoed, and by music they are modulated
into the mood of the next. Music can make a greater,

profounder, and more emotional comment than words,
and it affords a greater contrast with the acted scene.

There is another possibility, however, which is worth
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trying, in the introduction of comic relief between the

episodes in the form of rough interludes, or burlesque
mime or dancing. The value to the audience of such

relief from serious or tragic subjects has been known
since drama first began, but perhaps the best parallel
is that of the slapstick farces which were played in

France between the mysteries. For the dramatist it

solves the problem of introducing comedy into scenes

that do not lend themselves to it.

The linking of the episodes is not easy, for history is

intractable stuff, and will give the lie to most theories ;

but ifsome definite idea runs through the whole it helps
to make a unity of these separate events, and to inter-

pret them to the audience. It is naturally better to'

space the episodes through time at pretty wide inter-

vals, though the more obvious dramatic interest always

tempts one to the days of strong action, the Middle

Ages, Civil Wars, and so on.

I have been treating the historical pageant only,

since that is the best known form, but there are, of

course, many avenues for experimental work in the

large-scale out-door play which might well be explored.

Pageants of Industry, for example, could be organized
in some co-operative way by the leading firms in each

industry, and thus organized would have considerable

value in several ways. They would bring before the

workers in that industry the romance and larger interest

that they can hardly realize in their own "
daily round,"

and they would also present
"
Industry" to the public

as something greater and more dignified than "Busi-

ness." To do this, it must, of course, keep out the

advertising slogan, for the sympathy of the public -may
be gained by a presentation of the industry as a whole.
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but not by an advertisement of anyone's particular

brand. How delightful a Pageant of Shoemakers would
be ! No dramatist would feel it beneath him to celebrate

the Gentle Craft whose heart had once been won by
Sim Eyre, and shoemakers do give plenty of oppor-

tunity, since they are so often men of humour, origin-

ality, and character, who have a considerable influence

on the poor all round them. A Pageant of Silk Weavers
would give a riot of colour and orientalism, and a

Pageant of Miners suggests the dark, mysterious power
that lies in the earth, and the life and death struggle
between it and man. These all offer fine themes,

worthy of good writing and production.

Again, this form is suited to the expression of religious
and political ideas. The Tattoo is a childlike attempt
to present the qualities of courage, discipline, and

patriotism that belong to war, as well as its glitter,

rhythm, and blare. It appeals to a primitive instinct,

and gets a remarkable response. Equally,, however,
other ideas might be brought home very forcibly to

large, unthinking multitudes, and Peace might get a

hearing in the same way. Those who produce in

unemployment centres could do fine things if they

thought hard enough, for there are many ideas that

are seething in men's minds now which do not need old

castles, or costly dresses for their presentation. For

these a disused mineshaft or a background of chimneys

may well be the element required for the ground, and
men and women in their working clothes, filled with the

spirit of what they wish to express, will learn to make
their meaning pretty clear in the hands of a capable

producer.
Most of the elements of pageants are to be found in
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Greek Drama : the speech that springs from movement,
the strongly-marked and stylized individual, the

emotional reaction of the chorus, the large outdoor

stage, the great size ofthe audience, and so on. Pageant-
writers should always make a careful study of the

Greek Theatre before writing, since so many of their

problems were solved by the Greek dramatists thousands
of years ago. But at the same time they should be able

to deal with the same problems otherwise, if necessary,
and to use different methods of getting their drama
over where the conditions are different.



CHAPTER VII

PRODUCTION

A GREAT deal hangs on the choice of a Pageant-Master,
and those Committees are ill-advised who economize

on the fee, and get an inexperienced amateur to do the

work for nothing. In the first place, it is heavy, and

takes up the whole time of the Pageant-Master for

several months, so that no Committee is justified in

asking for so much without payment. In the second

place, pageant production needs all the technical skill,

knowledge of period and of crowd work that the pro-
fessional can give, and more besides. There have been

too many pageants in which inept production has fol-

lowed on feeble writing and conception, and district

after district has thrown away its history thus. The

professional knows by instinct what are the essentials

of the drama, and how to make them appear, how to

make bricks with little straw, and how to salve an

antiquarian's pageant. He or she knows, too, how to

get the utmost from the hordes of untrained players,

and the players feel that confidence that comes only
from working with someone who knows his or her job.

It is not every professional producer, however, who

can, or who will, undertake this work. Special qualities

and a special kind of personality are needed : he must

have a considerable gift of organization, the power to

inspire people with enthusiasm, and a tactfully auto-

cratic manner.

The crowds are large and untrained, of course
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but it must be remembered that they are also free

agents, bound only by a promise, often exceedingly

busy people, and that they are already sacrificing a great
deal for their pageant. The producer, therefore, cannot

afford to "throw his weight about," since that will lead

only to a gradual evaporation ofthe crowd ;
but he can

rely on an underlying local patriotism as the mainspring
of the pageant. However big a name he has in the

theatre, he will always matter less to the players than

the home that they celebrate and it is a fact that big
names grow smaller as they recede from London.

Generally speaking, the influence of the producer
makes itself felt quite soon, and the result is a quicken-

ing interest and enthusiasm that grow in impetus to the

final performance.
The Pageant-Master will want to work with big

effects, and should not be hampered by having to train

every unit of his crowd. He will, therefore, have under

him a sub-Producer in every episode. For this post the best

possible people are local experienced amateur pro-

ducers, who work voluntarily. They are, of course,

entirely under his command, and they stand to gain a

great deal from working under an experienced man or

woman of the theatre. The sub-producer can do much
to help the Pageant-Master in the preparation of

the scenes, and a part of the crowd work will be

delegated to him. To begin with, he will know each

member of his crowd, and recognize individual

capabilities, so that he can use them in the right place.
He will divide the crowd into groups, each under a

section-leader, who will be responsible to him for the

general movement of the group, as a collie to the

shepherd. This method is by far the best, since the
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producer is closely in touch with one person, on whom
hecan rely for the working ofthe group, and in pageants
for which only one rehearsal on the real stage is pos-
sible it prevents disintegration. These section-leaders

must be reliable people and good actors they have to

work up the emotion in their groups, start a shout or a

laugh, close or open or turn the group as required, and

generally keep its tone up or down as the Pageant-
Master wishes. Ifthey are irregular or inattentive, they
should be changed at once, for only reliable people are

of any use at this job. They must always keep an eye
on the producer, since through them he "conducts"

his crowd. The sub-producer takes his whole crowd,
or sections of it, frequently, and works at the timing ofall

reaction. This inevitably comes more slowly out of doors ;

the idea takes longer to reach the minds (especially
at the edges of the crowd), sound seems to travel

more slowly, the players are often inattentive and miss

the moment, and so on. It is not easy to turn a number
of half-interested, conversational, social acquaintances
into a unit that has force and character. The sub-

producer, therefore, has to get his crowd thoroughly to

understand the scene first, and then to mould it into

something that the Pageant-Master can use effectively

when he rehearses. He can interest them with little

difficulty if they feel that he expects real acting from

them ; what bores crowds is being treated as lay figures

to fill up spaces and wear fancy dress. The local

amateur producer will be far better as sub-producer
than a professional who is quite outside the place ; he

knows his people and their capabilities, and they know
him and are not afraid of him.

The sub-producer will have every entrance and exit,
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and all movements about the acting area, timed, when he has

had instructions from the Pageant-Master as to the

pace required. He must know how long it will take

for a funeral procession to go 300 yards, or a cavalier

charge at full gallop half a mile, and the time any
character will want to get from point to point on the

stage. False calculations on these points cause serious

trouble, for a character or a procession that is started

late can never arrive at the dramatic moment, and thus

the scene can easily be spoilt. Anything may happen
the crowd may miss its signal and be standing about

chattering ;
the audience may have strayed across their

way, and be obstructing them
;
the horses may be res-

tive, and either jib or bolt
; corpses may not be ready,

and so on the producer is never wholly free from

anxiety about entrances on an outdoor stage. But ifthe

sub-producer has had all these worked out, and has

marked in the prompt book the moment when the

signal should be given, the Pageant-Master will feel less

nervous about them, and have a basis on which to work
to his climaxes.

There is a good deal of timing that comes very little

into theatre production, but on which many of the

effects ofoutdoor work depend. There is this important
point of timing the passage of an idea or emotion through
the crowd. Now if the whole -enormous crowd were to

respond instantly to an idea sent out from the focal

point, the audience would at once feel that they had
been drilled; and, though the most careful drill is

needed for everything that the crowd does, the audience

must never guess it. Suppose that the idea emanates
from a focal point, as in the Forum Scene in Julius

Caesar, the emotion will spread outwards gradually.
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It has to pass out towards the edges of the crowd, and

will, inevitably, in a large crowd, weaken as it goes.

The fire of emotion is in the middle, which must be

kept alive and moving, but the distant parts of the

crowd will only have a reflection of the fire at first.

The Pageant-Master has to get this passing out of the

idea carefully worked, and much time has to be spent
on it at rehearsal. Again, an idea may come in gradu-

ally, from outside, and may move slowly and almost

imperceptibly round the crowd, as in the scene in

Elizabeth ofEngland, when the news of the defeat of the

Armada was brought to Philip of Spain. The King was
at Mass, kneeling before the high altar : a messenger
entered down stage, and whispered to a kneeling figure

close to him this figure turned with a face of con-

sternation to hear more, and then passed on the mes-

sage. The news crept like a snake round among the

figures until the audience was keyed up to know the

effect on the King when it reached him. The size of

the crowd will regulate the timing to some extent. The
first growth of an idea will be much slower in a large
crowd than in a small, since it has farther to go and is

more dispersed. On the other hand, a large crowd that

has once grasped an idea will act more swiftly, the

decision flaring up amongst them like fire in straw,

whereas a small crowd has to gather courage and con-

fidence before it does anything. The audience has the

whole crowd in view
;
there can be no suggestion of an

army by a few men passing a window, or any such

device. There they all are, and everyone can see them !

A feeble producer will not be able to keep his crowd

properly keyed up and entirely in the scene ;
there will

be many dead spots, and many inattentive people who
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can damage the scene very badly indeed. The Pageant-
Master must be able to inspire his whole crowd so

strongly with the idea that each individual becomes

caught up in it.

The rhythm ofemotion, too, has much greater chance

than it can ever get in a theatre the movement to-

wards or away from the compelling idea, the breaking,
the uniting, scattering, change of tempo, and so on. All

this rhythm is so strong on the big acting area and with

a large number of people that it inevitably has some
relation to dance-drama on a big scale, and it is in this

side of pageant work that the Laban Movement would

prove a valuable asset. It would be extremely interest-

ing to see real experimental work in this direction, and,

indeed, in the whole matter of crowd production on a

large scale, for the crowd is a magnificent instrument

in the hands of a good producer.
What I have said about the principals in the book

applies equally to them in production. They must be

emphasized in every possible way and great stress laid

upon them. This will be done in many ways the

character may be mounted; his dress will be strongly

contrasted with that of the rest ; his make-up will be

clearly defined; and his gesture and movement will

be strong and well characterized. It will be necessary,

too, for him to have a good carrying voice, and if he is

mounted to have his horse in perfect control. Prin-

cipal speaking parts should never be numerous, but

in every scene there will always be a number of Impor-
tant Personages that are not principals in the dramatic

sense, but that satisfy those who want a prominent

position and a smart dress, and who act so badly that

they cannot be used in the crowd. As the principals
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will usually be historical characters, both producer and

actor should read up about them to discover the

characteristics and habits that the well-informed part

of the audience will recognize. Such people as King
Charles II, Dr. Johnson, or Lord Beaconsfield should

be unmistakable directly they appear.
Unlike babies and some of the domestic animals on

whose actions no one can rely, horses are a real asset to

the producer. A character that is mounted is raised to

a different level from the crowd, and gains emphasis at

once
;

if he is a good horseman, he and his horse are

one, and you get a larger unit. The horse is so sensitive

to his rider that he appears to act with him, and, after

several rehearsals, is actually ready for his movements.

The man gains dignity, and no good rider is ever un-

graceful on his horse. One hand is occupied with the

reins, of course, but he need never feel the embarrass-

ment ofnot knowing what to do with his hands. Again,
he has greater variety of pace in movement than if he

were on foot. When a number of characters are

mounted, you get an underlying rhythm from the

horses themselves, and from the sway of the riders*

bodies; the audience will always be thrilled by the

sweep of a gallop or the measured movement of a

triumphant army whether the humans get their

drama over or not, the horses always will. One essen-

tial thing about scenes played on horseback is that

they should always be rehearsed on horseback, and, ifpossible,

on the same horses. The Committee does not always
realize this, but the Pageant-Master should insist.

Composition is on a large scale, and the Pageant-
Master has to learn to think in mass ; he has a big space
to use, and the bigger the space, the smaller the human
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figure appears, and the larger the numbers required to

fill it. But unless he has a feeling for composition, his

large crowd will be oflittle value, and will appear to the

audience only as a lot of people in a field. It is impos-
sible here to go into the whole subject of composition
and indeed it would be difficult to lay down the law on
a matter which depends so very much on varying cir-

cumstances but there are one or two main problems.
The auditorium is very large in proportion to the stage,

and it is necessary to keep the whole audience in touch

with the focal point of the drama, or else the dramatic

contact will be lost. The tendency, unless the stage
offers some natural feature that will make for variety,

is to keep this focal point in the centre every time, and
then it is difficult to keep the ends of the crowd from

curling so far round the action as to hide it from the

audience. The effect of focusing the crowd on the

action without actually masking it is not easily got, but

in this, different levels on the stage will help. This

should be borne in mind when choosing the site, for

it is often possible, by shifting it a little, to. include a

rise in the ground, a wall, or a flight of steps, any one

ofwhich will give the producer opportunities for variety

in composition. The illustration of the stage used for

The Tempest at Porthcurno in Cornwall shows a wise

use of natural levels, and in the old chalk-pit which
served for a theatre at Lancing College, the same play
was given on a series of small natural stages at different

levels.

On these large stages acting must also be large in

scale, movements must be strong, free, and definite,

and every player must remember that it is his body
which has got to speak, first and all the time. Whether
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he has any lines or not, he has to get the utmost power
of expression out of his body, and that is not easy for

English adults, who are unaccustomed to use gesture
in ordinary life, and who indulge in strong movement

only when they are playing games. It is interesting
to see the swiftness of movement used in the Open Air

Theatre in Regent's Park; the long entrances and
exits and the big spaces on the stage are all traversed

very rapidly, and the action of the play is kept alive

in this way.
Ifdialogue is used, it needs careful attention from the

producer, for few of the players can speak easily out of

doors, and the effect of their ordinary speech is that of

a
"muted" violin. The pace must be slower than it

would be on an indoor stage, and the pauses longer,
because sound travels more slowly out of doors, but it

must on no account seem slower to the audience;

emphasis must be stronger, and a real power ofdeclama-

tion will often be needed. Countrymen, who work out

of doors, and are accustomed to shout to their horses,

or to converse across fields, will find it easier to make
their voices carry than townsmen, whose voices are

often thin
; but it is always difficult to get a good effect

from one woman's voice, unless she has been well

trained. I cannot advocate the use of amplifiers for

ordinary dialogue, for, in my opinion, they distort the

voice and destroy its personality; but they are ofvalue

when announcements have to be made to the audience,
or in speaking a prologue or other explanatory matter.

Most pageants are played in full daylight, but one
or two notably the Greenwich Pageant have been

played at night by floodlighting, and floodlighting is

also used very effectively in the Tattoo. All sorts of
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illusions can be given in this way, and on a very big

scale; there are excellent possibilities of experiment
here. In the Regent's Park theatre the waning day-

light is so subtly replaced by artificial light that the

audience is hardly aware when one ends and the other

begins. On a small stage torches can be most effective
;

carried by the players, they can be massed anywhere,
and their flickering light and smoky shadows give the

whole scene a pleasantly fantastic appearance. They
can be bought quite cheaply from C. T. Brock &
Go.'s

"
Crystal Palace

"
Fireworks, Ltd., and will last

for several hours.



CHAPTER VIII

THE STAGE AND THE AUDITORIUM

THE site should be chosen early by the Author, the

Pageant-Master, and the Grounds Committee, for

there are several important points in connexion with it

that may take time in the consideration. We have seen

how the site will affect the author, and how important
it is that he should have a voice in the choosing of it

we must now see how it affects the production and the

organization. It is by no means easy to be sure of a

site that will be equally good all round, and one con-

sideration has often to give way before another. Some-

how or other the public has to see and hear the pageant

easily, to be given every comfort possible while seeing

it, to be able to reach it and get away without difficulty,

and generally to enjoy it. Besides this, the arrangements
behind the scenes and on the stage must be such that

the pageant can be played as well as possible, and that

the players are not hampered by lack of organization.

Since I have already laid some stress on the value

of dialogue in a pageant, and since it is quite possible

to find stages on which dialogue can be heard with

ease, it is worth while considering the acoustic properties

of any suggested site first. The Greeks and Romans

understood a good deal about outdoor acoustics, and

Vitruvius, a Roman writer, has given some interesting

information on the subject, which is quoted in The

Open Air Theatre, by Sheldon Cheney. In America a

large number of outdoor plays are performed, and it is

65
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quite usual to erect outdoor theatres on the classic

plan; for our pageants in this country, however, we

rarely construct artificial stages, but prefer to use the

natural surroundings as far as possible, and experience
has shown that these have certain advantages and also

disadvantages that must be considered in choosing the

site.

Trees, for example, form a beautiful background,
and as such will send the voices forward ; at the sides

they will be useful in enclosing the stage picture, or

masking entrances, or in throwing across the stage

pleasant shadows that contrast with the strong sun-

light; but on the stage they are dangerous, for they
swallow up the sound, and in a high wind will make
such a noise that the players will not get a hearing.

Backgrounds of hills, or of gently rising ground, or of

masonry, or of a hanging wood, will all make good
sounding boards, and the voices will also be carried

forward by a dip in the ground between them and the

audience, or, better still, by water. If there is a chance

to get a quiet stream or still pond well down stage, it

should be seized.

Rain and wind are always enemies, rain being the

worse, for even if the players brave the wetness of the

rain, they cannot push their voices through it.

The stand, especially if it is covered, will catch and
concentrate the sound, so that the general audibility
becomes considerably greater directly it has been
erected.

The comparative levels of actors and audience were

carefully studied in Greek and Roman theatres, and
the best form of natural stage does, in reality, approxi-
mate to the later Greek and the Roman : that is, the
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actors at the focal point will be on a level with the third

or fourth row ofthe audience, while the ground will fall

away a little between, and the rest of the auditorium

will rise above the stage. If the actors are too high
above the audience there is a danger that the voices

will mount and disperse, so that it is always important
to raise the auditorium, even if a good natural platform
has been found. In the Hearst Greek Theatre in

America an audience of ten thousand can hear every
word spoken in conversational tones on the stage.

This country abounds in such ancient grassy amphi-
theatres as Maiden Castle or Pirran Round, and these

offer ideal conditions for outdoor production, except
for the fact that they are often exposed to the winds.

The bailey of an old castle is also excellent, because of

its form, and the amphitheatre can be made there. If

it is possible to find a site that has this shape it is always
better to use it than to take something with a wide

background, since it is not only better for audibility
but for visibility as well. All the seats are equidistant
from the focal point, so that everyone can see and hear

equally well, and the attention of the whole audience

is drawn to that point, so that it is not likely to see any-

thing beyond it unless the producer wishes it to do so.

If no natural amphitheatre is to be had, then it is

important to build the stand as a section ofa circle, and,

though this may be more costly, the expense is fully

justified, since each day's audience is satisfied and goes

away saying so, and therefore swelling the next day's.

In a long, straight stand the people on the outer edges

get out of touch with the dramatic focus, and they do
not hear easily; they then begin to talk or laugh,
which makes it impossible for their neighbours to hear,

6 (G.C.I51)
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so that the talking spreads inwards and the illusion

is lost.

A remarkable presentation of a fifteenth century

mystery play le Vray Mistere de la Passion, by Arnoul

Grebak, was given before the Cathedral of Notre-Dame
de Paris in 1935, to an audience of 20,000; in this

stage sets were used, which were as wide as the fagade
of the Cathedral itself, while the background of the

real building was floodlit at special moments with a

wonderful effect. At Canterbury, too, the south door of

the Cathedral formed the background of Mr. Nugent
Monck's production of Everyman, and lent itself admir-

ably to this form of medieval drama.

During the past five years there has been a great
revival of outdoor plays in France, largely inspired by
Pierre Adelbert; the old Roman theatres, which are to

be found in so many places in that country, have been

brought into use once more.

The entrances are seldom entirely satisfactory, and
some sort of screening has to be used here and there.

This should be done carefully, under the Pageant-

Master, so that it does not stick out from the general
colour of the background. If hessian is used it should

be dyed green to tone in with the foliage and grass ; if

hurdles and brushwood, the brushwood must be fresh,

and not withered and brown. All screening must be high
enough to hide a horse and his rider, including weapons,
and it must be fixed firmly, or jostling crowds or restive

horses may bring it down. The Pageant-Master may
want architectural screening in the form of canvas

buildings, walls, gatehouses, etc. It is not wise to use

much of this, since it is hard to get the right illusion

out of doors, but a skilful scene-painter, working on the
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ground itself, can succeed in blending them in with the

real. In one pageant a number of black-and-white

Tudor dwellings were placed at the foot of a castle wall

of stone
;
the contrast between the timber and plaster

and the stone prevented comparison, and the effect

was quite convincing. A wise plan is to place these

buildings in the shade of trees, where the trees them-

selves will help to make them one with the setting, and
will tone down the general effect. They must be built

in the round, with apparent thickness, and with roofs
;

but it is not necessary to be too realistic about them, and
one gateway, well placed, will give quite enough sug-

gestion of an abbey or a castle for any audience. A
building, conveying a definite idea, gives a kind of

focus to some part of the stage, and it is possible to get
an effect of changing the scene if the focus is shifted

from one part to another, as is exemplified in the

"houses" at Oberammergau.
"Prompt corners" have to be found somehow, and

they must not be corners at all, but close in among the

players. Prompting is sometimes done by megaphone
or microphone from the front ofthe stand, but this may
be heard by the audience, which is inexcusable. Prob-

ably the best method is to use peripatetic prompters,
who keep close to the principals with books hidden in

their props, but the Bedfordshire W.L Pageant Com-
mittee dug a grave for their prompter down stage, with

a little grass mound to hide him from the audience.

It was quite a comfortable little grave, but I had the

feeling, when I saw it, that unless it were carefully
fenced from horses it might become a grave indeed !

When once the matter of the stage and the entrances

and exits has been settled, an exact plan should be
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made of it, showing everything that may concern the

production. Copies of this plan will be sent to every

sub-producer, who will mark it out, with a tennis

marker, in the field that he is to use for rehearsal stage.

The players in each episode will then rehearse on exactly
the same space as they will find for their performance,
and all the grouping will fall into place automatically.
A rehearsal stage should also be marked near the place
where the pageant is to be held, for if all rehearsals

are held on the pageant ground itself, there will not

be a blade of grass left for the performance, and there

may be a morass. The Grounds Committee must
watch the actual ground carefully throughout the

rehearsals, and do their best to keep it in good con-

dition. Usually it is necessary to hold preliminary
rehearsals on the real stage, but when the effect of the

ground and surroundings is thoroughly realized, the

transfer to the rehearsal stage should be made.
To return to the auditorium. The Pageant Com-

mittee must face the fact, from the beginning, that a

raised and covered stand is necessary, and that its cost

is one of the essential expenses of the pageant. Apart
from the artistic advantages already mentioned, it

is sound finance, for unless the audience is made

thoroughly happy and comfortable on the first day,
and can see and hear with ease, and does not get wet or

cold, it will go away cross, and nothing can damage a

pageant more than a cross audience on the first day.
It is well to advertise the Raised and Covered Stand, as

the public is inclined to be a little suspicious ofpageant

arrangements, and likes to know that it will be kept dry
and be able to see when it has paid for its seat. The
stand should not face into the sun, and its sides should
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be closed against a driving wind, and it should have

plenty of easy entrances. The audience at Oberam-

mergau, four thousand in number, is out of the theatre

in two minutes, and this may as easily be achieved in

any outdoor auditorium in England. The stand must

be put up by a firm used to the work this is not a job
for amateurs and it must be inspected by an official

of the Board of Trade. The Grounds Committee will

have to reckon carefully the amount of seating capacity
in any given space, and send in an estimate of the

amount to the Finance Committee before any site is

finally chosen; sometimes by shifting the position of

the stand a little, a larger number can be seated, and
the possible seating capacity must be reckoned against
the general cost of the pageant. There are various

methods of getting timber for stands, but even for a

village pageant with a small stand it is difficult to get
one for less than 60.

The car park should be as near as possible to

the stand, and organized efficiently, for long delays in

getting in and out are a bad advertisement for the

pageant.
The Grounds Committee must be men of deter-

mination and authority, for they must be prepared to

deal with undisciplined crowds. Some lawless spirit

is evoked by a pageant in the audience, and it behaves

as other audiences do not. It is strangely determined
to come on to the stage, and ropes are of no account in

its eyes ; it likes to have picnics on the stage, to climb

up into the trees, to sit on the walls and towers, and

generally to be where it is not meant to be. Aged ladies

will make a slow progress right across the stage, from
some unknown spot to their seat, just as King Arthur
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and his Knights with all their following are making an

imposing entrance through the Castle gate; a chara-

banc load of the Historical Society will examine the

foundations of the Abbey, and even give short lectures

on some interesting feature when the Spirit of the Ages
is taking breath for her blanl verse harangue, and the

Press photographer, in all Ids horror, dodges about

among the horses' heels to take snaps of Lady as

Margaret of Anjou ! So not only must the Grounds
Committee make strong fences, but they must recruit a

good staff of strong men for tie performances.



CHAPTER IX

THE ORGANIZATION

THE organization of any pageant, however small, is

half, or even two-thirds, of the battle, and it is well to

consider carefully how this should be done. There will

be the Central Committee, with its sub-committees, and

there will be the separate organization of each episode :

all must work in harmony if success is to be attained.

The whole responsibility for the pageant, both artistic

and financial, rests on the Central Committee, and its

work must be taken in hand very seriously, and by the

right people. A pageant is a big financial venture, and

entails a good deal of risk; it is going to ask for a large

amount of work and enthusiasm from hundreds of

people, and it caters for the entertainment of an even

larger number. The Central Committee should there-

fore consist not of the social climbers and persons of

quality who so often stand at the back of pageants, but

ofajust proportion of artists and ofsound business men.

The Quality and the climbers should be patrons and

guarantors, or even actors, and their names have a

real publicity value, but if the Committee is made of

these the undertaking will be of as much value as a

Society matinee, and an exasperation which may take

many years to soothe may be left among the humbler

workers who have given freely of their time and brains.

The most important person of all is the Secretary,

and he, or she, must be an exceptional person ! He will

get all the kicks, and hear all the grievances, his work

75
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will be both endless and exasperating, he -will be

expected to deal with every emergency, and all the

bouquets will go to the Author, the Producer, and the

Principals; yet, unquestionably, the final success of the

pageant will be due to his unfailing tact and ingenuity.
Without him the Producer would have no material to

work on, the various parts ofthe organization would be

at sixes and sevens, and the morale ofthe cast would go
to pieces. Everyone must feel that the Secretary is con-

fident of success, that he can fend off all depressions,
that nothing is a worry, and that all things are possible

to him. He has to recruit players and workers of all

kinds from a large district, to put the right person in the

right place, and to replace those who fall out in short,

to keep all the wheels oiled, and the machine running

smoothly. Everyone should realize at the outset that he

has the biggest job in the whole thing, and be ready to

help him with goodwill and efficiency.

Assuming that each episode is to have its own com-

plete organization it should not be necessary to set up
a number of central sub-committees, but the following
are necessary : Finance, Production, and Grounds.

The Finance Committee should be small and entirely

competent^ containing at least one mind that can

think on a large scale. It has to receive and consider

estimates from all the departments, to point out wise

methods ofeconomy, and decide on a right expenditure.
A pageant may be spoilt by a meanness that destroys
the artistic effect, but quite often money is spent on

unnecessary things, and a financial failure results.

It has first to raise a fund to carry on the initial work,
either as aGuaranteeFund orin the formofsubscriptions
or donations, and this is undoubtedly far easier when
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the names of the Finance Committee are those of sound

business people. It will, after considering estimates,

allot a certain amount to each episode, which should

not be exceeded. The major costs of a pageant are

Author's Fee.

Pageant-Master's Fee.

Secretary's Salary.

Printing and Publicity.

Costumes and Properties.
The Stand.

Transport of Players.

Music.

Fencing, Tents, and Screening.

Individual Pageant-Committees may effect consider-

able economies on some of these, from their local con-

ditions, but for most these expenses must be considered

first, and on some economy is unwise.

An adequate fee should be paid to the Author for

his work
;
and it should be realized that this must be

paid when the book is complete, whether the pageant
is ever performed or not. He may ask a percentage

royalty on performances as well, but the time and work
that he has spent on research and the study of local his-

tory must be paid for, and since he has written a play
that must be, in its very nature, purely local, it can

never be performed elsewhere, and he can look for no

further royalties on it.

I have said enough on the technical side of produc-
tion to make it clear that only experienced producers

ought to tackle pageants, and therefore the Committee

must be prepared to pay a just fee to the Pageant-
Master. No good producer will abandon the chance of
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a professional engagement to produce a pageant in the

country with an amateur cast unless the fee is adequate ;

the kudos that he gets from it is negligible in the pro-

fession, and the experience of handling large crowds

of untrained players is valuable only to those who

specialize in pageant work. A wise choice of Producer

is all-important, and advice on this subject may be had
from the British Drama League (9 Fitzroy Square, W. i)

which has a panel of producers, pageant-writers, and

organizers.
A third essential salary is that of the Secretary. The

Committee needs his whole time and his whole per-

sonality, and a small car will also be necessary if the

episode groups are widely scattered. Other office

salaries may also be needed if the undertaking is a big
one.

It is also an economy to employ a skilled Publicity

Agent, for while this part of the work may be wastefully
done by those who do not understand it, it should cer-

tainly repay itself if conducted by an expert.
The Production Committee consists of the staff of

the Pageant-Master, and is under his control. The

following officers are needed

Stage Manager.
Mistress of the Robes.

Property-Master.
Master of the Music.

Master of the Horse.

The Pageant-Master will discuss each episode with

these
; and lists of requirements and general ideas will

be written down. Each will then get into touch with the

similar officers ofeach episode, and go into the detail of
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the work and the best methods of carrying it out. They
will give the individual workers as much scope for

originality as possible, but must be ready to advise in

any emergency, and supply information that these can-

not get. They will visit the staff of each episode early,

and give them a talk on the costume, music, properties,

etc., of the period ; they will discuss estimates and
advise on methods of economy, and generally start

them off. Later on they will come round again to see

how the work is going, and to explain the methods of

organization that will be used behind the scenes. Time
is of the utmost importance in all this work, and last-

minute rushes are invariably costly.

The Mistress of the Robes will get out the general

designs for the scene, will order material and dyes in

bulk, and will supply patterns and designs if required ;

if the costumes are to be hired she will get estimates

from the different firms, and see the costumes before

booking.
The Master of the Music will choose the music to be

performed, and will instruct the episode musicians as to

its performance ;
he will also be responsible for supply-

ing the incidental music.

The Master of the Horse will get into touch with the

Grounds Committee about the stabling of the horses

during the pageant, will be responsible for finding

enough horses, and for their care during performances.
It is unnecessary to detail all the functions of each

officer, but I have indicated the general method of

carrying out the work.

The Grounds Committee is responsible for the stand,

the fencing and screening, tents and car parks. It

has to keep the acting area in good condition, to
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provide a rehearsal stage, and house the orchestra or

the wireless.

EPISODE ORGANIZATION

Each episode will have the same officers as the

Central Production Committee, and a Secretary as

well. The Secretary will recruit for the cast in his

scene, and will keep a careful record of it
;

he will

issue as early as possible a schedule of rehearsals, and

bring all his influence to bear on the cast to make them
understand that it is necessary for all of them to attend

every rehearsal, that substitutes are useless, and that

subsequent engagements must not interfere with

rehearsal nights. That is no mean task in itself! He
will arrange for the transport of the players, getting as

many as possible taken free, and he has to be able to

hand over his whole scene, in perfect condition and

good order, at the end.

The duties of the Sub-Producer have been described

under "Production," and those of the Stage Manager
are too well known to need enumeration.

The Master of the Music has to get the music allotted

to him performed, and that is often a difficult thing in a

village. The Pipes and Pipe-playing of Miss Margaret
James (Edgeworth, Gloucestershire) are a godsend for

outdoor work, and in scenes where pipes are really
needed. The Master has to train the singers, and find

the best means of making horn or trumpet sounds, etc.

The Master of the Horse should find all the horses

necessary for his episode, and look after them. He
should remember that for all early periods cart-horses

should be used rather than hunters, though the latter

will be wanted for swift movements, as in cavalier
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charges. Pageants are held in the summer, when
horses are out to grass and therefore quiet, but it is

important that they should rehearse every time to get
used to the players, and that they should wear strange

trappings early.

The Property-Master will get his instructions from
the Head "Props," and will then collect workers and a

workshop. He will want a carpenter's bench and some
trestle tables, and he will want someone to teach papier-
mache work, as well as carpenters. His material should

not be costly three-ply wood, beaverboard, paper and

paste, some poles, string and rope, size, glue, nails, and

paint should make most of what is needed, provided
that he has a good supply of "ingenuity and artifice."

Substitute props, as near as possible in size to the real

ones, should be supplied to the players quite early, and
the real ones kept until the end. The period should be

carefully studied, and good, simple, big designs made
for all props, fiimicky things being almost invisible on
a large stage. Real antiques may be borrowed, but they
must be insured, and they need so much care that every-
one will be much happier with fakes; besides, fakes

often look more real than the real. The Property-
Master must be prepared for carelessness on the part
of the players ;

he should keep all props in his shop,

give them out when needed, and take them back after-

wards, both at rehearsals and at performances.
The Wardrobe Mistress, like the Property-Master,

has an interesting job, and one that gives scope for

real artistry and originality. If costumes are to be

made she will need a staff of dressmakers, cutters,

dyers, stencillers, dressers, and makers-up ;
if they are

to be hired, she will need the last two only, but everyone
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concerned must study the period in detail, and

know just how the clothes of the time were made, and

how they were worn. She will want a good workroom,
one or two machines, and some trestle tables

; also a

wash-house for dyeing in, some large zinc baths or a

copper, and a shady place to dry the dyed goods. In

the workroom she will stretch a clothes-line along each

wall, on which the costumes will hang, each on its

separate hanger. The hanger will be marked with the

name of the character, and a bag for spare parts will

hang from it
;
when the costume is complete it will be

ready to go, with the hanger, to the pageant dressing-
rooms. Having submitted her designs to the Mistress

of the Robes, she will then send forth her workers to

beg or to borrow old curtains, sheets, bedspreads,

uniforms, etc., from their friends, and, having studied

their period well, they will go out with a searching eye
and a persuasive tongue. The Wardrobe Mistress will

make a list of all the characters directly they are cast,

and will at once take all their measurements in detail.

She will then start a book, in which each character is

noted, with measurements, details of costume, wig,

weapons, etc., and will check off each item as she com-

pletes it or is given it. She, like the Property-Master,
must keep a lynx eye on the players, checking each

costume as she gives it out and as she gets it back
;
she

must urge on all ofthem, with the utmost stringency, the

needfor taking care of the costumes. The oftener the cos-

tumes are worn before the dress rehearsal the better;
even if all the spare parts are not ready, the costumes

lose the dreadful new look, and the players get used to

putting them on and off, and to moving in them. If

all this is done early everything will go astonishingly
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smoothly on the day, and the clothes will seem to belong
to the people, but still the Wardrobe Mistress and her

staff must be prepared to act as dressers during the

performances.

Naturally, every pageant has its own special con-

ditions, and a great deal of voluntary work will be

needed in every section. An appeal for this should be

got out early, giving the various jobs for which workers

will be needed, and it is as well to hint, even in this

appeal, that no one has any use for "the ungodly,"
who "promiseth but doth not perform." But the Com-
mittee must be sure that it does not ask for unlimited

work from busy people, and at the same time pay
salaries that are not fully earned a not unheard-of

occurrence ! If the public has confidence in its Com-
mittee it will work for it, and will find the work varied

and interesting ;
the more people are engaged in help-

ing it on in one way or another, the greater is the

enjoyment, and the sense of achievement at the end.

7 (G.C.I5D



CHAPTER X
THE CAST

AN early start should be made in recruiting for players

and workers, and it is advisable to have ready some kind

of synopsis of the pageant when doing this, in order to

interest people. With this, the Secretary may ask to

address the meetings of various organizations in order

to get support from them, and, if he has a power of

description, he should be able to give them an idea of

what the pageant will finally become. The best sup-

porters of any pageant are always found in societies

that are working with some social or artistic aim, and

are already a community local amateur dramatic

societies, Women's Institutes, British Legion, young

people's organizations, and so on. If any such body
undertakes an episode, it has within itself a spirit of

co-operation and ofteam work that is infinitely valuable

to the organizers. Moreover, it knows how to use this

work to the benefit of its members by getting the utmost

out of it educationally and artistically. If the first

approach is made to individuals there is nothing to

hold them together until the interest of the thing has

gripped them, and it takes some little time to make a

real cement of this interest. Any organization that is

asked to take an episode will feel a pride in making it

as good as possible, for the honour of the club or com-

pany, or whatever it may be, and a friendly rivalry

will arise between the episodes. It will recruit players
from outside its ,bwn membership if large crowds are
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needed, but the episode will appear under its name,
and it will do the necessary spade work. Incidentally,
it will probably add to its membership from among the

individuals whom it has drawn in, for many firm friend-

ships are made in pageant-acting. One of the best

groups with which I ever worked was the Hampshire
Hunt, which took over a Saxon hunting scene. They
were already friends in the hunting-field, which made
for a delightful spirit among them, but more than that,

they spared no pains in the rehearsal and general per-
fection of their scene, and performed it as artists. Since

then I have always asked for the help of the local

Hunts, and have always found them to contain not

only people who could ride, and who lost all self-

consciousness while on horseback, but people who could

really act as well.

The prospective players should meet the Pageant-
Master as soon as possible in order that he may talk to

them about the pageant and about what he expects of

them. He has an opportunity here that he should not

miss. His crowd will be enormous, and, mostly un-

trained, they will have little idea of what the pageant
is going to be, ofwhat they can do in competent hands,
or even of what acting and the discipline of acting

really are. He can at once make them feel that they
have powers, and impress on them that only sound

work will enable them to use their powers ; he can make
them feel that they will enjoy their work, and achieve

something really fine ; and he can make them respect
and like him, which is extremely important. When
this personal contact has been made, the Secretary's

recruiting work will be easier, for people will know what
is expected of them.
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The main rehearsals, taken by the Pageant-Master,

together with the dress parade, and performances,
should be fixed at an early stage. The Secretary should

then have a duplicated paper which he can put into the

hands of every performer, giving these, and certain

necessary conditions. If it has a slip at the bottom,
which the performer fills in with his name and address

it will supply a record for his office. Later, but not

much later, a further list of rehearsals will be issued by
the episode sub-producer. With these precautions,
there will be no excuse at all for players who say,

"
Oh,

you never told me the rehearsal was on Wednesday !"

or "Of course I can't manage that week, my dear, I

simply must go to Paris just then !"

Rehearsals will, of course, be in the evening to suit

those who are at work during the day, and they should

begin with absolute punctuality, even if only a few are

there. If the producer waits for principals, and they
know he will do so, they will be later and later each

time, and the crowd will get exasperated, and drop off.

If the principals are avoidably late, it is well for them
to see that understudies are being rehearsed in their

parts ; they will be punctual in future !

The cast is not easy to handle for a good many
reasons, and the whole organization must be prepared
for this. It is composed mainly of people who do not

know anything of the necessary discipline of a produc-
tion ; they have no idea of the time that it takes to

work at any point or to study a part ; they have, per-

haps, never used their imaginations very much, and
all this has to be made clear to them. To begin with,

they are quite casual about punctuality at rehearsals,
or even about attendance, and when they do attend
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they feel that it is a social function, and that they can

talk freely. Sooner or later the Pageant-Master will

have to deal with them and to give them "a piece ofhis

mind.
35 Once should be enough, and the Pageant-

Master will know when to apply this tonic
; afterwards

he will get their attention, and can begin to awaken
their imagination and power of expression. He has to

make them understand that everything that every

single person does, while anywhere on the acting area,

counts; and he must repeat this many times during
rehearsal time. Unless the players get this well into

their heads, and really do come right into the scene, the

temptation to look off the stage into the auditorium will

be too much for them on the day and they will shirk

the discipline.

Village players are the best possible crowds. They
are entirely unself-conscious, and can throw themselves

into a scene with real abandonment. The mere fact

ofbeing in a crowd is so unusual for them that it excites

them, and they give the utmost attention to their pro-
ducer. In recruiting, it should be made clear that the

crowd work is important, and that the best players are

needed for this, quite as much as for the principal

parts. No one should feel that a part in a crowd is a

small thing, and that it does not matter whether he
attends rehearsals or not. I once heard two ladies

discussing a pageant. One said that she would
like to be in the crowd, but that she couldn't

manage the rehearsals! Her friend replied, "Ah, that

doesn't matter at all! We all have substitutes, and
one goes one day and one another!" Which was

enlightening.

Village players are also better able to speak and to
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move out of doors than townsmen, and as the men can

usually ride they are valuable material.

Type casting is almost inevitable for the principals,
since they have so often to represent well-known his-

torical characters
; but it is essential that they should be

able to act as well. In the familiar Queen Elizabeth

scene, it is disappointing to see an Elizabeth who looks

the part to perfection as she is carried in in her litter,

but who roars as gently as any sucking dove when she

has to act. They must have good carrying voices, they
must have a "presence," and often they must also ride.

Now it is usual, as a matter of compliment, to cast the
66

County" in the parts of Kings, Queens, and great

figures of history, because they have the manner of the

aristocracy, but it is a dangerous practice. The manner
of the aristocracy, or of Society, to-day, is not that of

past days, and, speaking generally, they cannot assume

any other manner. The speech of history more nearly
resembled our country dialects than the thin flat tongue
of the lady or the gentleman to-day, and there is often

a greater dignity in a farmer than in a modern peer.
Even for types, it is better to be quite indlscriminating
about class, and to make for the real thing, and it is

always better to have people who can assume the

right character than those who merely resemble it.

The best place for the County is in the representation
of its ancestors. They will be happy in such parts, and
can carry them off; they can wear lovely clothes and

heraldry, and so on, and feel themselves as important
as the principals. The unpunctuality at rehearsals,

caused by the sacred nature of the dinner-hour, or by
late tennis parties, will matter less to the producer in

such parts than in any others. Their inclusion in the
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cast has a definite value, as many more people will join

in if they feel that they will be mixing with Countesses,

or even Honourables, and it has Press value, but it is

well only to put them in parts where defection does not

matter.

Understudies will be found, as rehearsals proceed,
from among the keenest and most talented ofthe crowd.

Having attended rehearsals regularly, they will know
the geography of the scene, and be pretty well aware of

what the producer wants, so that they can step into

principal parts easily. If possible, they should be

allowed to play the part during one performance at

least.

Children are always needed, and, well handled, are

a gift to the producer. They do not distract the

audience as they do on an indoor stage, but they add

greatly to the beauty of the effect, and are also capable
of strong emotional acting. There is no need to put
them always into pretty-pretty parts, for their imagina-
tion is strong, and they can express such emotions as

fear and sorrow very poignantly. If gaiety is needed,

they will add to it tenfold. The schools from which they
are drawn should be chosen carefully, for the pageant
reveals the particular character of the school remark-

ably. Generally speaking, the elementary schools will

give a freer, more vigorous, performance than the

higher grade, as the repression of emotion that is the

creed of the upper classes always affects pupils of these

schools in any artistic work. But here and there are

schools in which the drama is practised regularly and
under good producers, and these will certainly con-

tribute a great deal. The main trouble lies in examina-

tions, which seem to take place all through the summer.
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A Pageant-Master is sometimes lucky enough to get

soldiers, though the danger with these is that military
duties may interfere with rehearsals without notice.

Soldiers are invaluable not only as the military of any
period, but in many other parts. They know how to wTear

costume, how to move, and how to speak loudly and do

what they are told. More than that, they throw them-

selves into a scene with hearty enjoyment, and really let

themselves go over crowd work.

Dogs, too, delight an audience, but being more con-

cerned with their own affairs, they do not act as well

as horses. The jealousy that exists among amateurs is

nothing compared to the jealousy among dog players,
and the latter give freer rein to its expression. Certain

dogs belong to certain periods, and should not be used

out of it
; foxhounds, for instance, were not used in

Shakespeare's day, though deerhounds and wolfhounds

would be in the picture. In a scene of a period when
wolves did exist in England, wolfhounds would be

essential, and sometimes these can be had, for adver-

tisement in the programme, from special kennels. In

medieval scenes, small greyhounds led by the ladies or

the pages are charming decoration, and the species that

can only be called "Dog" is seen in most medieval

pictures. Spaniels, from the "King Charles" in the

Restoration scenes, to newer breeds for any modern

scene, can be introduced, but care should be taken not

to use completely modern types. Avoid friction among
dog players by keeping them on a leash.

Discipline is so important that it is impossible to over-

estimate it, and yet it must be, to some extent, veiled.

There is one curious thing common to all pageant-

players they are determined to see the show as well
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as to act in it. This they must not be allowed to do

during its performance, though they should be en-

couraged to watch rehearsals. It must be told them over

and over again, it must be written in their paper, and

posted up as notices, that no player must be seen in costume

unless he is acting in his episode. The whole performance
must be treated as if it were taking place in a theatre,

and the stage life and real life must be kept com-

pletely separate. They must change between per-
formances ifthey wish to go out to see their friends, and

they must remain behind until their episode is over.

Even after endless exhortations, rebels will still be
found on the day, but they must be dealt with firmly.

Nothing gives a pageant a more shoddy look than the

groups of performers half in costume and half out,

lounging about among their friends, and nothing can

more completely shatter the illusion that it has taken

months to create. The Press delights in incongruities
of this kind, and pays more attention to pictures of

Lady Blank as Queen Elizabeth, talking to Lord Dash
as a medieval bishop, who has taken off his mitre and

put on his Homburg, than to anything else. With a

large cast it is extraordinarily difficult to prevent players
from creeping round bushes or climbing over walls in

full costume and taking up a good place, in full view
of the audience, to watch the scenes.

In order to ensure that the cast do none of these

dreadful things, it is most necessary that careful organi-
zation be done behind the scenes.

The entrances and exits must be arranged so that no

outgoing crowd will meet any incoming one; one

person will be stationed at each to see that everything
is in order, and will give out and take back the necessary
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props. Large notices, "SILENCE" and "NO
SMOKING," will be needed a little way back, and he

will have to see that these are rigidly obeyed. The
entrances must all be easily accessible from behind;
if a number of soldiers are to pour over a wall, for

instance, there must be plenty ofladders for them. The
man in charge of the exit has to keep the players out of

sight until they make their entrance, and a line should

be given beyond which they should not pass. (But they

will, if they can
!)

The cue for the entrances is given

by signals, and he must watch for these, and respond

instantly. The signals are given in different ways,

according to the financial position of the Committee
;

they may be flags, or telephone, or bells, or loud

speakers; if possible, the last are best, as they en-

able the whole crowd as well as the man-in-charge
to hear.

I have mentioned the possible evil-doings of the cast,

but many ofthese will not occur ifthe players are happy
and comfortable, and not allowed to get too tired. At

Oberammergau, after the first performance, players
come and go between their appearances, and Pilate

may wait on his guests at dinner. There is no reason

why pageant players should not do likewise, if they are

thoroughly trained at rehearsals. Each episode must be

perfectly ready when the preceding episode goes on,

but when the first two performances have been given,

the sub-producer will know just how long it will take to

get them ready, and can allot them a certain time for

arrival. When there are many children in the cast this

is especially important, for several days ofperformance,

which mean hanging about behind the scenes for hours,

are bad for them. The value of several dress rehearsals
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for each episode comes in here, and, in due course, the

costume and make-up take a short time.

Dressing accommodation should be well behind the

scenes, and there should be enough benches for every-
one to sit on between scenes. The players must be free

to laugh and talk there as much as they wish, and

they will then be far more willing to keep complete
silence when they are anywhere near the stage. To
secure, if possible, a barn or disused stables for dressing-
rooms will save the expense of marquees, and be more
convenient.

There must be water within reach, and plenty of

lavatory accommodation. The tents and dressing-
rooms should be fitted like the episode workrooms, with

clothes wires all along the side or in alleys up and down
the middle, on which the costumes can go on their own

hangers. The players will then put their own clothes

on the hanger when they dress, and replace the costume

when they change again. Long trestle tables, with a

supply of mirrors, will be needed for make-up, and a

special room should be set aside for the expert maker-up
who does the principals, and puts finishing touches all

round. Each Wardrobe Mistress will bring as many
dressers as are needed for her episode, and each will be

armed with material for mending. It will be necessary
to have a place for washing and ironing during per-

formances, in case of bad weather; besides, muslins

and starched linens need freshening each day.
There should be a refreshment stall near the dressing-

tents, so that all performers can get their tea when they
want it an important matter when many women are

gathered together! The players
5

car-park should be

near the dressing-rooms, if possible. Many people
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prefer to dress in their cars, and the pressure on the

dressing-room is relieved if they do so.

The Property-Master will also want some place for

storage of props, and a small mending shed, as acci-

dents will happen. It is always wise to make a few
extra weapons if there is to be a fight, for some will

certainly get broken. Players should never be allowed
to keep their own properties ; they will either lose them
or play with them, and either may be disastrous.

Before the final rehearsal and performance each

player should be given a paper telling him exactly what
he is to do, and where he is to go : he must report to the

Sub-producer, and will get his clothes in one place, his

crown in another, and his sword in another, etc. This

will save the Secretary much questioning, and will

make for good order behind the scenes.

Temporary stabling will be needed for horses. The
Grounds Committee will have to arrange for this, and
also for the loan of any empty stables that there may
be ; anyone who has charge of horses at a horse or an

agricultural show will know how to house the horses

properly.



CHAPTER XI

COSTUME, MAKE-UP, MUSIC

THE Mistress of the Robes has to think on a large scale

when planning the general design ofthe costumes . Each

different setting will contribute something to her plan,

for it will give some special colour note that must be

used
;

an old castle may be built of granite or red

sandstone, the foliage behind the players may vary, and

the differing tones of elms, yews, or copper beeches, or

of large flowering bushes will influence her use of

colour. If she sees the site first in the winter, she

should discover what the foliage is going to be in the

summer.

In most pageants there is a large proportion of green

in the setting, which can be used to effect. If it is

desired to make the players one with the background,
the effect is easily got by dressing them in greens that

tone with it. Fairies, for example, are traditionally

dressed in green, and the effect can be heightened with

green in the make-up, green hair, beards, etc., which

will make them nearly invisible among the foliage

when they are still. Foresters, for the same reason, are

usually dressed in green, and in a large group of

peasantry, who are naturally linked with Nature,

green is useful. Of course, the foliage itself makes it

imperative that no exotic greens bd used, and emerald

and jade are quite wrong on a grassy stage. On the

other hand, if characters are to stand out in front of the

setting, it is better to cut out altogether the strong note

96
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that the setting gives. An exception to this is perhaps
found in the men in armour who appear so much before

a castle ; the armour must tone with the masonry, but
the contrast can be got by a free use of heraldry. The
effect of this was shown in the Framlingham Pageant,
where the heraldic banners gave an effective focus.

Heraldry might be used in pageants a great deal more
than it is, and it must have been so much a part of the

life of the Middle Ages that the picture of the life is

hardly complete without a good deal of it.

Colour must be used in mass out of doors, but mass
must not be confused with uniformity. Both are

valuable to convey definite ideas, but the AGstress of

the Robes should use either deliberately. A uniform

dress gives a set idea with the elimination ofpersonality
and individuality; it carries with it uniform move-

ment, as with soldiers, monks, and nuns, etc., and says

something quite definite : the mass, however, conveys
the flowing together of different personalities into one

by some sympathy of idea, as in a mourning crowd, a

group of Puritans, etc. a general unity ofidea without

discipline. The mass treatment n'eeds a sensitive touch
;

it is not enough to buy yards of the same material and
dress everybody in it; the mass colour effect is better

reached by using all the scale of tones that go to make

up a colour. Grey, for instance, becomes alive by using
all its own different shades, running off into lilacs and
soft blues at'one end, and into dark purples and a little

black at the other, the proportioning ofthe shades being
a subtle affair. The value ofhome-dyeing comes out in

this mass colour work, for nothing is easier than to

break up the colour in the dye-bath, by letting it dye

unevenly, by changing the next dip slightly, by dyeing
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the stuff one shade, and then letting its ends hang in a

deeper dye, and so on.

The definite note ofuniform dress is also most useful,

but needs balancing with variety in the rest ofthe scene

if it is to be thoroughly effective
;

in medieval times it

is got in the dress of any lord's retainers, who were

numerous, and who wore his colours, and in the dress

of the religious orders ;
after Cromwell's time we get

military uniforms and a good deal of official uniform

dress.

Everyone reacts, almost unconsciously, to symbolism
in colour, which goes back to antiquity, possibly even

to pre-human times, since all animals see, and attach

a meaning to, the colour red. This symbolism will all

help to drive any idea home. The Mistress ofthe Robes
must study dyes and textiles in order to know what type
of colouring each period used, and what people meant

by the colour at the time; mourning or wedding
colours, for example, were not always the same. Con-
trast is, of course, tremendously important on a large

stage, and she must do all she can to help out the con-

trast of the drama in her clothes to make the prin-

cipals stand out it is necessary to make every possible
use of it, even to exaggeration. The medieval periods
are the easiest for this purpose, as indeed for most

purposes, since there is so much opportunity for variety
in colour, form, and decoration, but a period that does

offer easy opportunities for contrast is the time of the

Civil Wars. Georgian dress is always popular with the

players, but actually is not easy to use in outdoor work.

It was a dress that was designed for indoor wear and
for an artificial life, and it always seems wrong on a

pageant stage. An obviously important contrast is
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that between poor and rich, and this needs some study.
The more extravagant forms of rich dress can be used

on your large stage very effectively, and the more

Photo by Fitzgerald, Plymouth

THE BRETON SPY: LAUNGESTOX

Producer : Mary Kelly

extravagant they are the better they contrast with the

dress of the poor. The peasantry have made little

change in their dress throughout history, and in mass

the effect is nearly uniform. The general effect will be

ofstrong but worn and faded dress, made ofhomespun,
and all brought down to a similarity of tone by the

weather. For festival occasions the dress will be
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smartened with ribbons and flowers, and the material

may appear newer, but a peasant crowd should never,

in any circumstances, be dressed in bright new case-

ment cloth. The most commonly used dyes were blue,

scarlet, crimson, and shades of brown and ochre. In

Tudor times the "inland folk" were described as

wearing "russet-grey," which sounds a contradiction

in terms. It may not be generally known that "grey"
is the natural shade of the undyed material, and, since

different breeds of sheep have different fleeces, this

varies greatly with the locality, hodden grey in the

north being quite different from the "grey" in the

south. (The disputes over the actual colour of the

Franciscans
5

"grey" arise from this fact.) The scarlet

petticoat was also characteristic of the peasant woman
in the days of Elizabeth, and the scarlet and crimson

hooded cloaks worn by farmers
5

wives when going to

market are a pleasant note in a crowd. The dress of

the Elizabethan farmer's wife survives in the so-called

Welsh National Dress. Special notes on material

will be found in my little book. On English Costume

(Deane).
The Mistress of the Robes must undertake a great

deal of study on all the periods of the pageant, for she

must know the dress of the various classes, professions,

and ages ofeach time, ofwhat material it was made, how
it was worn, and what it all meant. The Wardrobe
Mistresses want to know just as much about their

individual episodes, and should teach their helpers too.

But when the study has been carefully done, the

information should be allowed to settle down for a

while. There must be a certain process of forgetting,
in order that the essentials shall rise to the surface,
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and the general character of the period appear, not

confused with too much detail. Ifthe designs are made

immediately after the study, fussy details will certainly

creep in and weaken the force of the design. There are

certain pitfalls into which pageant dress frequently
tumbles. One is the desire of individual players to be
smarter than anyone else, and to rebel against any con-

certed design. These people insist on going indepen-

dently to costumiers, and choosing their own dress;

moreover they will pay any price for this. If such

people can be got to realize that their dress must be
chosen by the Mistress of the Robes, and by no one

else, and that the large sums that they pay to satisfy

their own vanity might, if subscribed to the Costume

Fund, dress quite a number of other people, a good
deal will be achieved.

Another trap is the dressing of all gentry as if they
were courtiers. I have seen a group of Cavalier officers

in the field, fighting a losing cause, dressed in full court

dress and wearing light kid shoes with rosettes, on
horseback! Squire Hardcastle tells us something of

dress of the country gentleman, and almost every

portrait and monument shows us how far behind the

fashions these were.

Professional and occupational dress is worth study
if the crowds are to get individualization in any way;
the dress of the pilgrim, either man or woman, is well

known, but perhaps that of the tooth drawer is less

familiar. He wore what might have been more appro-

priately worn by his patients, a white feather ! There

was a great deal of occupational dress in the Middle

Ages, when traders and professional men were itinerant,

and it gives a pleasant variety in a crowd. It should
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be remembered that the parish clergy had no regular
outdoor dress at this time, though they were enjoined
to wear dark clothes, and the cowl

;
that neither they

nor the monks always wore what they should have

worn is evident from the indignation of preachers, and
the caustic comments of Langland and other anti-

clerical writers.

If all the costumes are to be hired, the Mistress of

the Robes will herself see the type of costume supplied

by the different firms, and will get estimates; she

should ensure in ordering that the costumes that she

chooses are really booked to her, and subsequently sent.

(I myself have spent some time in choosing a large
number of costumes from a well-known firm, and found

later that not one had been sent.) Ifthe measurements

have all been taken early no confusion need arise, and
the orders can be placed with the firms in good time.

It is, alas, not unnecessary to add that hired costumes

must be treated carefully. Having run a Costume

Department for twelve years, I know something ofwhat

pageant-players do in the excitement of the moment.

They wear tights without shoes, and return them foot-

less ; they cut off the hems of medieval robes so that

theyjust clear the ground ; they pack hats, bonnets, and
crowns at the bottoms ofhampers and all the rest ofthe

clothes on the top, and many another evil thing besides,

so that the damage on a pageant order is often

very serious indeed. It is not their fault that the

costumes are covered with mud at times, but the

careless treatment of costumes that are not their own
is inexcusable.

The Wardrobe Mistress of each episode will have

many chances to get it into her players
3

heads that it is
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not possible for everyone to be dressed in silks and
satins and look lovely, and that some will have to be in

rags and hessian, and made to look very ugly indeed
;

she should not lose these chances, if she is to avoid ill-

feelings at the end.

Make-up must be carefully considered. An expert
will be needed for the principals, for their make-up is

rather specialized ; the characters may be familiar to

the audience, or there may be portraits to be copied,
and in any case the amount of emphasis needed for the

large distant stage is not quite easily understood by the

players. The expert should look over the crowds, but if

the make-up people belonging to each episode have
learnt their jobs thoroughly, there should be few mis-

takes to correct. The crowd should be trained to do its

own arms and legs, and the simple "street make-up,"
which is all that they need, and some at least should be
able to manage their o\vn beards and moustaches.

They must be practised in these, and no beard should

be passed that is not thoroughly convincing, for it is

on beards that pageants scenes often fail. Children

need little make-up ; only a little dry rouge or ordinary

lipstick if they are pale. The players should not be

allowed to get at the grease-paints without express
leave from the Wardrobe Mistress. The expression of

the crowds lies in their movements rather than in their

faces, for the faces are extremely small at a distance,

and, therefore, heavy make-up is unnecessary.
Theatre and Stage provides valuable help in its

articles on make-up, and the various books on the

subject can be obtained by members from the British

Drama League Library.
The Pageant-Master wants, in his Master of the
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Music, a person ofreal musical knowledge and imagina-

tion. He should know a good deal about the history

of music, in order to apply it rightly during the scenes,

and to be able to reproduce it with the materials pos-

sible to him. He will often have to compose a song or

dance, ifhe cannot find the right thing for the purpose,
and he will be responsible for all the odds and ends of

musical sounds that are used the pipes and drums,

trumpets, fiddles, horns, and so on. In the linking of

the scenes by music, he can do an enormous amount to

help out the whole emotional effect ofthe pageant. He
can almost salve a feeble pageant in this way, and with

a good one he can intensify and amplify the whole

meaning. This alliance of the pageant with music is

often completely overlooked, and all that is done is to

play cheerful tunes to fill up time ! Besides planning all

the music, he has to get it performed, and this will

cause him some anxiety. If he is to have an orchestra

it must be housed and kept dry ;
it will take up a great

deal of room somewhere, and it will certainly cost a

great deal
; for in outdoor work a few fiddles and 'celli

go nowhere, and the bigger instruments are absolutely

necessary these are often difficult to get in a country

district, and the orchestra is a real problem all round.

I have never been happier with music than when I

had the apparatus invented by Messrs. Roe and Briggs,

Bude, Cornwall, for relaying electrically recorded tunes.

This goes about in a little lorry, and can be set up with-

out any difficulty quite quickly. Through it all the

signals were given behind the scenes, and announce-

ments were made to the audience when necessary, and

through it I was able to have the bells of St. Margaret's,

Westminster, the English Singers, and any other music
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I wanted. It could be faded out, altered in pace,

stopped or begun in a second, all from the prompt box,
and the effect was so convincing to the audience that

they always applauded the English Singers, thinking

they were a choir behind the scenes.



CHAPTER XII

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT, ETC.

FOR a pageant of any size a paid publicity agent is

necessary, but for smaller ones an agent's salary is not

always possible, and the publicity has to be done by the

Secretary and his helpers. The casts themselves should

be able to do a great deal of it, for every player could

bring at least two spectators from among his friends

and admirers, and probably many more if he realized

a responsibility for doing so. The whole cast of each

episode should, therefore, be asked to help in making
the pageant known, and each episode organization

should include a booking office. The first day is, of

course, ofthe greatest importance, for, if it is successful,

it should cover the expenses of the pageant, and act as

the best possible advertisement for the whole series

of performances. One has to allow, especially in the

country, for the large numbers of people who will

wait to see whether a show is going to be a success

before they risk coming to it; and the first day, with a

good Press, is the thing to convince them. The casts

should, therefore, try to get their friends and relations

for the first day, in order to secure an appreciative

audience : the personal interest of the players will give

the whole thing a good start, and, after that, if the

pageant is worth anything, the audiences will steadily

increase.

Public interest has to be carefully nursed during the

whole time of preparation in different ways. The

106
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players and workers talk about it, because they are

keen, and their intimate friends and neighbours will

certainly hear of it thus ;
the book itself should be on

sale at all the leading booksellers as soon as possible;
the County Library should be asked to send round books

on the history that is to be treated in the pageant, and
if there is a good historical lecturer in the district, he
can do a great deal by going round and lecturing on the

same subjects. The PosterandHandbillare mostimportant,
and the Committee should not be too stingy over this,

since they influence the minds of the potential audience

considerably. An ordinary poster with a herald blowing
a trumpet will suggest an ordinary pageant, and those

who do not like pageants will stay away. A mysterious

arrangement of distortions will suggest something

"modern," and may easily frighten off the ordinary

audience, leaving only the small company of earnest

souls, who will not cover the costs. But a poster that

does show originality and yet suggests that there is to

be a pageant, is excellent, and the work should be put
into the hands of an artist. It is not necessary to use a

number of colours, and far more striking work can be

done by limiting their use. The handbill should have

the same design, and some decorative badge might be

made for note-paper and programmes.
Another method of publicity is through the shipping

and travel agencies, some of which have long lists of

people who desire above all things to see pageants
while they are in England. The interest in pageants
is particularly great in America, and it is well worth

while advertising in the American shipping lines. All

transport agencies should be approached early, both

for arrangement of special services and for the display
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ofposters and handbills ;
and the slip notices on private

cars are an excellent reminder during the last few weeks.

Advance publicity through the Press is naturally

important, and the local papers should be kept sup-

plied with little bits of news about the pageant, photo-

graphs of people (preferably titled people) taking part,

and doing unusual things in the general preparation
for the pageant. Photographs of groups of players

posed for the scene are also useful, but it is not necessary
to sink to such silly pieces of incongruity as medieval

bishops drinking cocktails after rehearsal, or knights

driving away in their cars. All this has been done so

often that it is completely hackneyed, and no longer
amuses the public.

It is customary, and wise, to offer reduced tickets to

parties from schools, Women's Institutes, and other

organizations, and an early approach should be made
to these. If the teachers can see from the book that the

pageant is really going to give the children some light

upon history, they will welcome it, and will probably
use it in their school work in preparation. If it is not

worth anything, they may still bring the children, for

the pleasure that these get from knights and cavaliers

on horseback, and a lovely lot of corpses on the stage.

A little country school, planted down in so desolate a

country that it seemed "inconceivable that children

could be found to fill it, studied, rehearsed, and played
in their schoolyard the whole of a pageant that was to

be performed locally. They really knew what the his-

tory meant, and their enjoyment of the final perfor-
mance was intense.

Amateur societies that cannot take part might well

be offered reduced rates
; they will form an interested
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and critical audience. It will not be too easy to con-

vince them, however, that a pageant is to be regarded
as drama at all, since most of them have seen the usual

type and have dismissed it as valueless.

It is better to sell the book everywhere and all the

time than to print expensive programmes, with long,
dull lists of names and synopses of the scenes. If the

book really is a book worth printing, print it early, and

get schools, societies, etc., to buy it beforehand, and

push the sales in every way. With good organization,

quite an elaborate book can be made to pay well, and
the importance ofgetting it sold well in advance is that

your audience may come with some knowledge of the

history, and so be prepared to watch the pageant

intelligently. ("Yes/
5

I heard a lady say behind me at

Runnymede, "it was King John who got the Danes to

burn down Chertsey Abbey, dear!") If they have to

buy the book instead of the lists ofnames that make the

programme, they will be able to read the scenes

between the episodes, and even to get hold ofwhat the

prefaces mean
;
one has to remember that the know-

ledge of history that the public possesses is well summed

up in 7066' and All That and so it should be given

every possible opportunity to understand what the

pageant is about. The list programme is not necessary
if the players are sufficiently in the pageant; they
should be prepared to act anonymously, and, indeed,

are wiser in doing so when the audience is mainly

composed of friends and relations !

Insurance against rain is satisfactory, provided

enough rain is registered, but in a country where soft,

damp mists may obliterate the stage for the whole day,
and yet make no impression on the rain gauge, it is
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useless. Also, rain may fall heavily while the audience

should be starting, but cease when the pageant begins,
so that the insurance cannot be claimed. The best pos-
sible insurance is really good advance booking, done

by thoroughly competent people. If the seats are sold

beforehand, the audience will probably turn up even

if it does rain, and the costs of the pageant will be

covered. The booking is not a matter for artistic

people they should be kept quite firmly out of it

but for those who really do know the job. It is, even

for a village pageant, a big concern, and there must be

no possibility of muddle.

It may appear that I have been concentrating en-

tirely on the large-scale pageant, but actually the same
kind oforganization is needed for every kind of pageant
and the same care should be taken over details of

organization. Naturally, there will be less money to

start on, fewer and smaller salaries will be offered, and
a great deal of voluntary work will be needed for the

village pageant. But voluntary workers should fully

understand what is required ofthem before they take on

anyjob. Villages need not fear the expense ofa pageant
if they set to work sensibly, and it is, indeed, possible
for them to make quite a good profit. There are so

many ingenious people in the country, accustomed to

make bricks without straw, and village players have a

special gift for ignoring insurmountable difficulties

until they are on the other side of them. There is, too,
a quality that exists only in the country neighbourli-

ness, which helps things along most excellently. Again,

you find, all over the countryside, that strong tie or

relationship with the land which is so important a part
of the pageant ; and among agricultural people there
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is a feeling of timelessness that makes the past and

present one. A village pageant can have a delightful

unconventionality about it as if it just sprang out of

the ground which is not so easy to get in the civic or

county pageant the charming village of Wrotham, in

Kent, just below the Pilgrim's Way, held one in the

middle of the village street, and raised their spectators
on farm wagons !

It is always possible to get neighbouring villages to

take some of the episodes, if the organizing village
cannot get crowd enough to go round, but the main
incidents will probably be done by the latter, and a

certain friendly rivalry will inevitably arise between

them all. The educational value is particularly great in

these smaller pageants, since it is easier to get the whole

cast thoroughly permeated with the history and spirit

of each episode when it is taken by a small rural com-

munity than when there is a large unwieldy cast.

A pageant can be a very happy thing indeed, if it is

undertaken with the desire to do a good piece of work.

There is so much enjoyment in meeting so many people
over it, and in the rehearsals on long summer evenings ;

the cast will become infected with acting. They find

themselves doing things they had never thought of

doing before, and then feeling things that they had
never felt before. The company helps them, the thrill

of the action helps them, the grass and the blue sky and
the sunlight help them, and they are carried away into

a region quite beyond their ordinary lives. All sorts of

people find themselves acting in a pageant, and acting

well, who would never dream of getting on to a

small stage. For the producers, too, there is an extra-

ordinary thrill in creating a unity out of a mass of
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individuals, in seeing the idea fill them and come out

of them.
All this joy of unity and accomplishment is really

to be got only out of a big performance round some
central idea that really matters to the performers;
there must be the idea, there must be the drama, and
there must be the artistic inspiration, or the pageant
form will never be lifted out of the conventional and

meaningless parade that it is gradually becoming.
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ROCQUE, J. : Rocque's Traveller's Assistant (1763).
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FENNES, CELIA: Through England on a Side-saddle in the Time of
William and Mary (1888).

PARKES, J. : Travel in England in the Seventeenth Century (1925).

HARPER, S. H. : Stage Coach and Mail (1903).

RIBTON, C. J. : A History of Vagrants and Vagrancy (1887).

DEKKER: Non-dramatic Works (1884-6). Ed. A. B. GROSART.

JUDGES, A. V,: The Elizabethan Underworld (1930).

JOHNSON, G. : A General History of the Lives and Adventures of the

Most Famous Highwaymen, Murderers, Street-robbers, and of the

Most Notorious Pyrates (1839).

SMITH, A. : The History of the Lives of the Most Noted Highwaymen,
Footpads, Housebreakers, Above Fifty Tears Past (1714).

PLAGE-NAMES

MAWER, A., and STENTON, F. M. : Introduction to the Survey of

English Place-names (1924).

MOORMAN, F. W. : English Place-names and Teutonic Sagas (1914).

MACLURE, E. : British Place-names in the Historical Setting (1910).

BRADLEY, H. : English Place-names (1910).

TRADE AND INDUSTRY

WATKINS : Mediaeval Markets and Fairs in England and Wales (1915).

WALFORD, C. : Fairs Past and Present (1883).

BOURNE, H. R. F. : English Merchants (1898).

BONWICK, JAMES : Romance of the Wool Trade (1893).

BENNETT, R., and ELTON, J.: History of Corn-milling (1898-1904).

NICHOLLS, H. G. : Iron-making in the Olden Times (1866).

CUNNINGHAM, W. : The Growth of English Industry and Commerce
in Modern Times (1919).

HOSPITALS AND DOCTORS

COCKAYNE, T. O. : Leechdoms, Wort-cunning and Starcraft of Early

England (1864-6). Master of the Rolls Series.

BUCK, A. H. : The Growth of Medicinefrom the Earliest Times to 1800

(191?)-
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MOORE, NORMAN : History of the Study of Medicine in the British Isles

(1908).

WALSH, J. J. : Mediaeval Medicine (1920).

CLAY, R. M. : The Mediaeval Hospitals of England (1909).

CHILDREN AND EDUCATION

WATSON, F. : The English Grammar Schools to 1660 (1908).

LYDGATE, J.: The Babees Book (1868). E.E.T.S. Ed. F. J.

FURNIVALL.

FURNIVALL, F. J. :

Child Marriages, Divorces, and Ratifications, 1561-6 (1897).
E.E.T.S.

Early English Treatises and Poems on Education, Precedence, and
Manners in Olden Times (1869).

Manners and Meals in Olden Time (1868).

WORDSWORTH, C. : Social Life at the English Universities in the

Eighteenth Century (1874).

MALLET, SIR C. E. : A History of the University of Oxford (1924).

HUNTING AND FORESTS

MANWOOD, JOHN:
A Treatis and Discourse of the Laws of the Forest

(
1 598) .

A Briefe Collection of the Lawes of the Forest (1592).

MISCELLANEOUS

SIMPSON, H. B. : The Office of Constable (1895). Eng. Hist. Rev.

LEE, W. L. M. : A History of Police in England (1905).

NEILSON, G. : Trial by Combat (1890).

TRENHOLME, N. M. : The Right of Sanctuary (1903).

Cox, J. C. : The Sanctuaries and Sanctuary Seekers of Mediaeval

England (1911).

NOTESTEIN, W. : A History of Witchcraft in Englandfrom 1558-1718

HUTCHINSON, J. R. : The Pressgang Afloat or Ashore (1913).

CHATTERTON, E. K.: King's Cutters and Smugglers, 1700-1855
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GHESNEY, A.: Journal, 1756-1820 (1920).

STRUTT, JOSEPH : Sports and Pastimes of the People ofEngland (
1 903) .

CHAMBERS, SIR E. K. :

The Mediaeval Stage (1903).
The Elizabethan Stage (1923).
The English Folkplay (1934).

COSTUME
ASHDOWN, CHARLES: British and Foreign Arms and Armour (1909).

HEWITT, JOHN: Ancient Arms, Armour, and Weapons in Europe
(1855-60).

FORTESGUE, J. W. : History of the British Army (1889-1930).

LUARD, JOHN: A History of the Dress of the British Soldierfrom the

Earliest Period to the Present Time (1852).

NORRIS, HERBERT: Costume and Fashion (1924-7). Two volumes.

NESFIELD COOKSON, MRS.: The Costume Book (1934).

HOTTENROTH, F. : Le Costume Chez Les Peuples Anciens et Modernes

FAIRHOLT, F. W. : Costumes in England (1885-96).

PLANCHE, J. R. : Cyclopedia of Costume and Dictionary of Dress

(1876-9).

SHAW, H. : Dresses and Decorations of the Middle Ages (1843).

TRUMAN, NEVTL: Historic Costuming (1936).

HUGHES, TALBOT: Dress Design (1926).

ASHDOWN, MRS. CHARLES: English Costume During Nineteen

Centuries (1929).

BROOKE, IRIS, and LAYER, J. :

English Costume of the Age of Elizabeth (1934).

English Costume of the Seventeenth Century (1934).

English Costume of the Eighteenth Century (1931).

English Costume of the Nineteenth Century (1929).

KELLY, FRANCIS M., and SCHWABE, RANDOLPH:
Historic Costume, 1490-1790 (1929).

Shakespearian Dress Notes (1916-7). Burlington Magazine.
A Short History of Costume and Armour, Chiefly in England (1931).

KELLY, MARY: On English Costume (1933).

KOHLER, CARL: History of Costume (1922).
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HARTLEY, DOROTHY, and ELLIOTT, M. :

Mediaeval Costume and Life (1931)-

Life and Work of the People of England (1925-31).

BROOKS YOUNG, AGNES: Stage Costuming (1927).

SHERINGHAM, GEORGE, and BoYD MORRISON, R., Editors for

RUPERT MASON: Robes of Thespis (1928).

FORESTIER, A.: The Roman Soldier (1928).

GLAZIER, RICHARD: Historic Textile Fabrics (1923).

HERALDRY

Fox-DAVIES, A.G. : A Complete Guide to Heraldry (1909).

HOPE, ST. JOHN: A Grammar of English Heraldry (1913).

BOUTELL, G. : Handbook of English Heraldry (1913).

MUSIC AND DANCES

ROLAND, HOLT: List of Musicfor Plays and Pageants, with Practical

Suggestions (1925).

CHAPLIN, NELLIE :

Ancient Dances and Music (1909).
Court Dances and Others (1911).

HOLT, ARDERN: How to Dance the Ancient Revived Dances (1907).

BASKERVILLE, CHARLES R. : Elizabethan Jig and Related Song-drama

GIBBON, J. M. : Melody and the Lyric (1930).

COWLING, G. H. : Music on the Shakespearian Stage (1928).

NAYLOR: Shakespeare and Music (1896).

WILSON, STEUART: Music to Shakespeare's Plays (1930).

SMITH, LEO : Music of the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries
(
1 93 1

)
.

GALPIN, F. W. : Old English Instruments of Music (1932).

CHAPPELL, W. : A Collection of National English Airs (1893).

For information on Morris and Country Dancing, apply to

THE SECRETARY, ENGLISH FOLK DANCE AND SONG SOCIETY,

CECIL SHARP HOUSE, 2 REGENTS PARK ROAD,

LONDON, N.W.i.
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PRODUCTION AND STAGE

HAIGH, A. E. : The Attic Theatre (1924).

BATES, ESTHER WILLARD: The Art of Producing Pageants (1925).

LATHAM, O. : A Book of Shakespeare Plays and Pageants (1916).

CHISMAN, ISABEL, and RAVEN-HART, HESTER: Manners and
Movements in Costume Plays (1934).

CHENEY, SHELDON: The Open-air Theatre (1918).

Note. All these books on Costume, Music, Production, etc.,

are to be found in the Library of the British Drama League
(9 Fitzroy Square, W.i), from which further advice on this subject

may always be had by members.
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Action, 21-2, 34-6, 62

Adding Machine, The, 24
Adelbert, Pierre, 68

Africa, 34, 36
America, 8, 44, 65, 67, 107

Amphitheatre, 66, 67

Amplifiers, 62
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BELL, Lady, 17
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Legion, 5, 30, 84

CAROLINA Playmakers, 44
Car park, 73, 94
Cast, 4-8, 53-5, 59, 84-95
Cathedrals, 68

Chartist riots, 26

Chiddingfold, Pageant of, 17

Children, 90, 93
Chorus, 48, 52
Civil War, 39-40, 46, 98
Clarendon, 40
Colour in Costume, 96-100
Colthurnus, 28

Comic relief, 13, 49
Comment, 8, 40, 48, 49

Composition, 60-1

Concerted speech, 13-14, 24, 34

Connecting link, 8, 39, 48-9
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Country Festivals, 31
Crowd (see Mass-work)

Crying of the Neck, the, 31

DALCROZE, Jacques, 34
Dance-drama, 34, 36, 59

Dancing, 29, 3 1-2, 48, 49

Dialogue, 22-6, 62, 65

Dictionary of National Biography, 39

Discipline, 86, 88, 91-3
Dogs, 91

Dramatist, the, 10, 14-15, 18-21

29-33> 37-8, 41, 65

Dressing-rooms, 82, 94-5

Dyeing, 82, 97

EDUCATIONAL value, 15, 44-5, 1 1 1

Edward of East Anglia, 12

Elizabeth ofEngland, 58

Emphasis, 19, 28, 59, 60

Entrances and exits, 32-3, 55, 62,

92-3

Episodes, 4-5, 43, 49, 54, 76-7,

80,84
Eurhythmies, 34

FAIRIES, 33, 96
Fees, 77-8
Finance, 73, 76-8

Floodlighting, 62, 68

Focal point, 56-8, 61, 67, 70

France, 2, 49, 68

GARDENS, 1-2

Germany, 8, 43
Greek and Roman Theatres, 52,

65-8
Drama, 48, 52

Greenwich, Pageant of, 62

Grounds Committee, 65, 71, 73-4,

76, 79> 80, 95

Guildford, Pageant of, 1 7

HANDBILLS, 107

Heraldry, 24, 97
Holland, 8, 34
Horndance, 31
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Horses, 28, 33, 56, 59, 60, 68, 70,

74, 79-81, 95
Hunts, 85

INDIVIDUAL, 8, 10, 12, 20, 27-8,

52, toi

Insurance, 10910
Introduction of Characters, 24

JUBILEE, the, 1935, 29

LABAN, Rudolf von, 34, 59
Lancing College, 61

Land, the, 11-12,45
Launceston, Pageant of, 30
Lectures, 74, 107
Levels, 60-1, 66-7
Lighting, 19, 62-4
Local History Society, 37, 44

MAKE-UP, 94, 103
Masks, 28

Masques, 25, 29-31
Mass-work, 6, 8, 10, 12, 13, 17,

20-4, 26-8, 34-6, 54-9, 60-1,

88,91-2,97, 101, 103
Master of the Horse, 79-80- of the Music, 79, 80, 103-5
Materials for Costumes, 82, 97-

100

Maygames, 31
Mistress of the Robes, 79, 81-3,

94, 96-103
Monck, Nugent, 1 7, 68
Mount Grace, Pageant of, 1 7
Multitude (see Mass-work)
Murder in the Cathedral, 24-5
Music, 15, 22, 29-32, 48, 79-80,

NON-REALISTIC pageant, 25, 34
Norwich, Pageant of, 1 7

Notices, 108

OBERAMMERGAU, 24, 70, 72, 93
Ohel Players, 34.

Organization, 15, 18, 41-4, -5-3-6,

75-% 84-6, 92-5, 106-112

PAGEANT Committee, 14, 18, 37,

43> 7i, 75,77,83
Master, 14, 16, 53-65, 67,

68, 76-8, 85-8
Pageants :

form of, 4-5, 43-5, 49-52
historical treatment of, 4, 8-15,

37. 43-6

length of, 46-8
of I ndustry, 49
possibilities of, 6-9, 10-14,

34-6, 49-52
reason for, 1-4
subject of, 37, 50-52
village, 45-6, 110-112

"Pageants," 30
Palestine, 34
Parker, Louis, 17
Peace, 50
Photographs, 108
Piers Plowman, 40
Pipes, 32, 80, 104
Place, the, 10-11

Play and Pageant Union of

Hampstead, 17

Play-cycle, 43-5
Poetry, 14, 25
Porthcurno, 61

Posters, 107
Press, the, 5, 90, 92, 106, 108

Principals, 5, 59-60, 86-90, 103
Processions, 22-4, 29-30, 33
Production, 53-63, 76-7, 80
Professional Dress, 101-2

Programmes, 109
Prompter, 70
Properties, 77-8, 81, 95
Protagonists, 48
Publicity, 77, 106-8
Puck ofPook's Hill, 1 7

Puppet-shows, 29, 31

READING for pageants, 37-42
Recruiting, 84-91
Reformation, the, 39
Refreshment stall, 94
Regent's Park Open-air Theatre,
62-4

Rehearsals, 86-9, 95
Ridlington, 38
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Ritual dance, 31
Robertson, Graham, 17

Rothenburg, 43
Rural Community Councils, 44
Russia, 8, 27, 34, 36

SCENERY, 68, 70
Screening, 68

Secretary, 75-6, 78, 80, 84-6, 95
Section-leader, 54-5
Sheldon Cheney, 64
Shipping agencies, 107
Site, 10,61,65-8, 71, 72
Soldiers, 91

Songs, 31-2
Speech, 20-6, 36, 52, 59
Stabling, 95
Stage, the, 56, 61-2, 65-71, 72

directions, 33-4
manager, 80

Stand, 65-7, 71, 72

Stylization, 13, 28, 52
Sub-producer, 54-6

Switzerland, 43

TATTOO, 50, 62

Technique of writing, 1 7-28, 29,

34
Time, 41

Timing, 33, 55-9
Todtenmahl, 24
Torches, 64
Tradition, 38, 41, 45
Travel Agencies, 107-8
Travelling Entertainers, 3 1

Trees, 32-3, 66, 70, 72

Type-casting, 89

UNIFORM, 97-8
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Vray Mistere de la Passion, le, 68
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Weather, 66, 72, 109-110
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PITMAN'S
"CRAFT FOR ALL" SERIES
The present series is designed to offer sound and practical help to

amateur craft-workers. The various uses to which the craft described

can be put are supplemented with detailed instructions.

A GROUP OF SMALL
CRAFTS

By R. W. HOLLIDAY

BASKETRY
By MABEL ROFFEY

BEADCRAFT
By IDALIA B. LITTLEJOHNS
BEATEN METAL WORE
By A. C. HORTH, RColLH.,

F.R.S.A.

BOOKBINDING
By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.

CHINA DECORATION
By DORIS MABON

CONSTRUCTIVE AND
DECORATIVE WOODWORK
By A. C. HORTH, F.ColLH.,

F.R.S.A.

CROSS STITCH
By VERA C. ALEXANDER

DESIGN AS APPLIED TO
ARTS AND CRAFTS

By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.

EMBROIDERY IN WOOLS
By OSMA PALMER COUCH
ETCHING AND DRYPOINT

By E. G. PORTER
FELT WORK

By GWEN E. THORNTON
FLOWER MAKING
By VIOLET BRAND

GESSO
By IDALIA B. LITTLEJOHNS

GLOVE MAKING
By I. M. EDWARDS

HANDLOOM WEAVING
By P. ORMAN

HOME T7PHOLSTERY
By M. DANE

INTERIOR DECORATION
By C. S. JOHNSON, D.Sc.

LACE MAKING
By ELEANOR PAGE

LEADED GLASS WORK
By RALPH MOLLET
LEATHERWORK

By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.

LINO PRINTS
By MARGARET DOBSON, A.R.E.

PAINTED FABRICS
By IDALIA B. LITTLEJOHNS
PAINTING & ENAMELLING
By C. S. JOHNSON, D.Sc.

PASSE-PARTOTJT
By VERA C. ALEXANDER

PATCHWORK & APPLIQtTti
By VERA C. ALEXANDER

PEWTER WORK
By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.

PLYWOOD
By W. B. LITTLE

PRINTING
By E. G. PORTER

PRINTS AND PATTERNS
By IDALIA B. LITTLEJOHNS

QUILTING
By OUIDA PEARSE

RAFFIA
By ANNIE L. BEGG
RUG MAKING

By DOROTHY DRAGE
RUSH WORK

By MABEL ROFFEY
and CHARLOTTE S. CROSS

SMALL JEWELLERY
By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.

SOFT TOY MAKING
By OUIDA PEARSE

(Patterns sold separately, 2s. net)

STENCILLING
By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.

VARIOUS NEEDLECRAFTS
By VERA C. ALEXANDER

Each in crown 8vo, illustrated. 2s. 6d. net.

London : Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, Ltd. Parker St Kingsway, W.G.2
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*

Demy 4to, cloth gilt, 132 pp. i6s. net.
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Walking

Motoring

Outdoor Subjects
THE COMPLETE HIKER AND CAMPER
Crown 8vo, 14.8 pp., illustrated. 2s. 6d. net.

By C. F. CARR, With a Preface by SIR W. ARBUTHNOT LANE.
A practical guide to every essential for the hiking and camping
enthusiast. It is full of valuable hints on food, clothing,

equipment, weather lore, etc.

THE COMPLETE HILL WALKER, ROCK
CLIMBER, AND CAVE EXPLORER
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 220 pp., illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

By W. T. PALMER, F.R.G.S.
An essential guide for the walker in the mountainous dis-

tricts of England, giving complete information on kit, equip-
ment, best localities, possible dangers of mountain climbing,
emergency measures, etc.

CARAVANNING AND CAMPING
Officially recommended by the R.A.C.
Crown 8vo, 178 pp., illustrated. 2s. 6<L net. Second Edition.

By A. H. M. WARD, M.A.
A popular handbook for the car or caravan owner. It de-
scribes all types of caravans and equipment, and gives in-

numerable hints for enjoyable travel and camp comfort.

UPLAND RAMBLES IN SURREY AND
SUSSEX
Crown 8vo, cloth, 136 pp., with maps and illustrations.

8s. 6<L net.

By HAROLD SHELTON, B.A.
A series of rambles over the North and South Downs, with
itineraries for walking tours. Its charming style makes it a

pleasant companion for the rue-sac.

TRAFFIC DRIVING TECHNIQUE
A Practical Treatise on Handling a Car in Towns and on Much-
tued Thoroughfares.
Demy 8vo, cloth giLt, 131 pp. 5s. net.

By OLIVER STEWART.
Shows how to drive in traffic and how to handle all kinds of

emergency situations on the road.

YOUR DRIVING TEST: HOW TO PASS IT
Crown 8vo, 120 pp. 2s. net.

By OLIVER STEWART.
Specially recommended by the R.A.C. to car drivers qualify-

ing for licences.

MOTOR BOATING
Crown 8vo, 153 pp., illustrated. 2s. 6d. net.

By F. H. SNOXELL.
Discusses motor boating from all points of view, including
those of the owner and the follower of the classic races for

the world's speed records.



Outdoor Subjects
THE MODERN TECHNIQUE OF BOWLS Games
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 220 pp. 7s. 6d. net. Second Edition.
By H. P. WEBBER, England Single-handed Champion, 1925,
etc., and J. W. FISHER, International and Gold Badge Finalist,
1931. With a Section on "The Crown Green Game," by JAMES
HARTLEY, F.R.S.L.

BOWLS : HOW TO IMPROVE YOUR GAME
Crown 8vo, stiff covers, 90 pp., illustrated. Is. 8d. net.

By H. P. WEBBER and J. W. FISHER.
A book of hints and useful information for enthusiastic
bowls players interested in club and tournament play.

BILLIARDS
In Easy Stages.

Crown 8vo, 93 pp., illustrated. Is. 6<L net.

By WILLIE SMITH, Billiards Champion, 1920 and 1923.
An authoritative and fully illustrated guide to billiards

proficiency compiled by Willie Smith, the well-known cham-
pion player, for the amateur who wishes to improve his game.

GAMES COACHING FOR SCHOOLS AND
COLLEGES
Large crown 8vo, cloth, 340 pp., illustrated. 7s. 8d, net.

By D. M. COOKE; Major H. J. SELBY, M.C., B.Sc., F.R.A.I.;
and A. C. DOUGLAS, International Player, Rugby atid Cricket.
The instruction in football, cricket, lawn tennis, hockey,
swimming, etc., given in this book will be of immense interest
to all sportsmen and women, as well as to coaches and teachers.

THE AIRMAN'S YEAR BOOK Flying
Published under the Authority of the Royal Aero Club of the
United Kingdom.
Demy 8vo, cloth, 146 pp. 5s. net.
Edited by SQUADRON-LEADER C. G. BURGE, O.B.E.,
A.R.Ae.S.I., A.Inst.T.
A book of intense interest to flying enthusiasts, containing
practical information for every amateur airman, together
with details of flying contests, achievements, etc.

THE ROYAL AIR FORCE
Its Organization, Duties and Prospects as a Profession or a Trade.

Demy 8vo, 120 pp., illustrated. 5s. net.

By T. STANHOPE SPRIGG.
A popular guide for all who are interested in the Royal Air
Force from a careers point of view.

LEARNING TO FLY
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 156 pp., with 12 plates and 40 dia-

grams. Third Edition. 7s. 6d. net.

By FRANK A. SWOFFER, M.B.E.
Everyone who wants to fly, or is interested to know how it is

done, will find this book the ideal instructor.
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Flying PILOT'S "A" LICENCE

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. 6d. Sixth Edition.

Compiled by JOHN F. LEEMING.
This book describes how to obtain a flying certificate, and
includes much useful information for the private owner.

THE AUTOGIRO AND HOW TO FLY IT
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 116 pp., illustrated. 5s. net. Revised
Second Edition.

By REGINALD BRIE. With a Foreword by SENOR DE LA
CIERVA-
An interesting account of the autogiro and its history, with

practical guidance on flying and control.

RAFTALES
Crown 8vo, 68 pp. &s. net.

Told to a Flight Cadet by CHARLES B. BAKER.
Illustrated by PING.
A collection of light-hearted verse describing incidents in the
lives of Flying Officers stationed in the East, and some
legends of R.A.F. bases.

Travel ". . . . SOMETHING NEW OUT OF
AFRICA"
The Record of an Airman's Work, Travel and Adventure in
Africa.
Crown 4to, cloth gilt, 208 pp., with over 100 illustrations,

including many aerial photographs. 7s. 6d. net.

By HW. With a Preface by MAJOR-GENERAL THE RIGHT
HONOURABLE LORD MOTTISTONE, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O.
Africa as seen by an officer in command of a squadron of the

Royal Air Force in the Sudan. This remarkable record is full

of the thrills of adventure, telling of life among pagan tribes,
of big-game hunting, and famous flying achievements.

Huntin? 'TWIXT GRASS AND PLOUGH
* Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 138 pp. 6s. net.

By T. B. MARSON.
A book of hunting reminiscences for all interested in horses
and hounds.

Home Topics
pets EVERYMAN'S DOG

His Upbringing and Education from First Principles.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 92 pp., illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

By KENNETH BROWN.
A practical guide to the training of a dog for the suburban
home. It advises on every detail from choice of breed to

general care and education.

HOW TO TRAIN DOGS
For the Home, Stage, and Moving Pictures.

Large crown 8vo, cloth, 196 pp., fully illustrated. 5s. net.

By HENRY R. EAST, Owner and Trainer of Many Famous
Motion-picture Dogs.
Makes the training of the household pet an enjoyable task.

With information on the choice of breed, and instructions

fpr teaching many amusing tricks.
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GATS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT Pets
Crown 8vo, 140 pp., with 25 photographs of prize-winning
cats. 4s. 6d. net.

By FRANCES SIMPSON.
An interesting and practical guide giving helpful advice on
the breeding, care, and maintenance of these domestic pets.

THE BOOK OF THE DELPHINIUM Gardening
Large crown 8yo, cloth, 88 pp., with 4 colour plates and many

*
other illustrations. 3s. 6d. net.

By JOHN F. LEEMING.
A book on the cultivation of the delphinium for effective

garden display or for exhibition purposes.

PRACTICAL HOUSE DECORATING Decorations
How to Choose Your Decorations and How to Garry them Out r , ^
Yourself. 6? Repairs
Crown 8vo, cloth, 100 pp., illustrated. 3& 6d. net.

By MlLLICENT VlNCB.
Invaluable advice on colour schemes, furnishing, and decora-
tions for the householder, with hints on their introduction at
a minimum cost.

PLASTERING
(Reprinted from "Brickwork, Concrete, and Masonry.")
Crown 8vo, 106 pp. 2s. net.

By W. VERRALL, C.R.P.
A handy guide to plastering walls and ceilings for house-
holders who wish to attempt this work themselves.

PAINTING AND ENAMELLING
Crown 8vo, 112 pp., with 26 half-tone plates and 17 diagrams.
2s. 6d. net.

By C. S. JOHNSON, D.Sc.
Describes the many uses of paint and enamel in the home,
with instructions for obtaining the most perfect results.

INTERIOR DECORATION
Crown 8vo, 132 pp., with 43 plates and 14 diagrams. 2s. (ML
net.

By C. S. JOHNSON, D.Sc.
How to make the home beautiful without professional
assistance.

BOOT AND SHOE REPAIRS Shoe
Crown 8vo, 38 pp. Is. net.

By E. MERRYFIELD. M.Coll.H.

Specially suitable for the practical man who does his own
repairs at home, for students in occupational centres, and for

use in technical schools.

HOME UPHOLSTERY Furnishing
Crown 8vo, 112 pp., with 30 plates in half-tone. 2s. 6d. net.

By M. DANE.
This practical guide shows how to make loose covers, how to

repair and recover tight upholstery, and how to make curtains,

pelmets, and other furnishing details.
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Furnishing RUG MAKING
Crown 8vo, 96 pp., with 26 plates, 12 working designs, and
10 diagrams. 2s. 6<L net.

By DOROTHY DRAGS.
A profusely illustrated handbook on rug-making of all kinds
and for all purposes in the home.

Cookery COOKING GRAFT
Demy 8vo. cloth, 361 pp., fully illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.
Third Edition.

By S. ELIZABETH NASH.
A scientific cookery book, giving a thorough explanation of
the methods of preparing, cooking, and serving foods so that
their full values will be retained. With many recipes.

CONCERNING CAKE MAKING
Large crown 8vo, cloth, 264 pp., illustrated. 3s. 6d. net.

By HELEN JEROME, M.C.A.
,

A complete guide to every branch of cake making, with nearly
400 fully tested recipes for large and small cakes of every
variety.

DAINTY DISHES
Crown 8vo, cloth, 174 pp. 2s. 6cL net. Fifteenth Edition.

Recipes collected by LADY HARRIET ST. CLAIR (late Countess

Munster). Edited by HELEN EDDEN, M.C.A.
With sections on Casserole and Paper-bag Cookery.

SAVOURY DISHES
Size 7| in. by 5! in., limp cloth, 40 pp. Is. net.

By DOROTHY N. STROUD.
A collection of over zoo appetizing dishes for breakfast, lunch.
or supper. They are quickly prepared, economical, and
nutritious.

BON-BONS AND SIMPLE SUGAR SWEETS
Crown 8vo, quarter cloth, 96 pp. 3s. net. Second Edition.

By LOUISA THORPE.
A course of expert instruction in sweet making, with recipes
that every amateur can attempt with confidence.

THE PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICE OF
JAM MAKING: SIMPLY EXPLAINED

Size 7| in. by s in., limp cloth, 40 pp. Is. net.

By V. G. WILTSHIRE.
A clear explanation of the principles of jam making, with

many recipes for popular jams and jellies, and simple tests

for sugar, pectin, and acid.

Housecraft HOUSECRAFT: PRINCIPLES AND
PRACTICE
Demy 8vo, cloth, 298 pp., profusely illustrated. 8s. 6d. net.

By RUTH BINNIE and JULIA BOXALL.
A scientific guide to home management by the most econom-
ical, efficient, and labour-saving methods.
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ELECTRICAL HOUSECRAFT

Housecraft
Crown 8vo, cloth, 118 pp., illustrated. 2s. 6<L net. Second
Edition.

By R. W. KENNEDY.
Provides a fully illustrated explanation of domestic electrical

equipment, its use and repair, together with valuable advice
for all users of electricity in the home.

HOME DRY-CLEANING AND LAUNDRY
WORK
A Practical Guide to the most Effective Modern Methods ol

Washing and Cleaning Clothes, Linen, Carpets, Curtains, and
other Fabrics.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 134 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By MARGARET STRUAN.
The information is arranged alphabetically for quick refer-

ence in emergency.

THE ART AND PRACTICE OF MENDING Mendin?
Size 7l in. by 5l in., cloth, 88 pp., with 74 diagrammatic

*
illustrations. 3s. 6d. net.

By J. M. HOLT.
A practical guide to mending, darning, patching, and renova-

ting clothes and household linen for the needlewoman,

HOME DRESSMAKING
Every Woman's Practical Guide to the Art ol Making Smart L *

clothes. mazing
With Chapters on Sewing tor Babies and Children, and Renova-
tions.

Size 8^ in. by 6} in., 190 pp., with 100 illustrations. 5s. net.

By AGNES M. MIALL.
This is the most helpful guide for all who make their own
clothes. It gives really useful information on fitting, cutting
out, making up, etc., and is helpfully illustrated.

MAKING CLOTHES FOR CHILDREN
Every Mother's Practical Guide to the Art of Making and Mending
for the Children from Babyhood to Adolescence.
With Chapters on Nursery Equipment and Furnishings and
Fancy Dress.

Foolscap 4to, cloth boards, r$2 pp., with 100 illustrations,

5s. net.

By AGNES M. MIALL, Diploma in Dressmaking and Tailoring.
A companion volume to the author's popular Home Dress-

making. Deals in a thoroughly practical manner with every
detail of the making of children's garments.

DRESS CUTTING
Size 7$ in. by 5f in., cloth, 80 pp., illustrated with diagram*
in black and red. 3s. 6d.

By MARGARET C. RALSTON.

Explains a simple method of pattern drafting for the homo
dressmaker.
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Millinery MILLINERY
Size 5f in. by 7f in., cloth, 136 pp. 5s. net.

By VIOLET BRAND and BEATRICE MUSSARED.
Deals with the fundamental principles of millinery design. A
supplement which will be renewed from time to time is

included containing notes and illustrations of the most recent

styles. The book is invaluable to teachers, students and
amateur workers.

Health MODERN BEAUTY CULTURE
A Complete Guide to Beauty, including Diet, Health Exercises,

Batigt ^ ^ Modern Methods relating to the Art of Beauty
Culture.

Demy 4to, half leather gilt, 434 pp., illustrated. 42s. net.

By MARIA VERNI.
A complete guide to home beauty treatment.

THE BEAUTY CULTURE HANDBOOK
A Modern Textbook of Beauty Culture and Hairdressing.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 180 pp. 5s. net.

By A. E. HANCKEL, Swedish Masseuse and Beauty Cutturist.

This comprehensive and finely illustrated work is specially

prepared for the use of the beauty parlour assistant, and
of those ladies who desire to practise self-treatment.

THE ART AND CRAFT OF
HAIRDRESSING
Demy 4to, half leather gilt, 55opp., profusely illustrated.

60s.net.
Edited by GILBERT A. FOAN.
This book gives complete information for everyone who
wishes to practise hairoressing, manicure, massage, or beauty
culture at home, as well as those setting up a business.

SCIENCE AND HEALTH
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 184 pp., illustrated. 3a. 6d. net.

By W. B. LITTLE.
A simple explanation of the human body and its care. The
book is full of interest for everyone who wishes to keep
physically fit by the practice of simple health rules.

Embroidery COLOUR PATTERN FOR EMBROIDERY
Crown 4 to, cloth, 72 pp., with 12 full-page colour plates and
is diagram sheets. 12s. 6<L net.

By ANNE BRANDON-JONES.
Compiled to assist the needlewoman to create lovely designs
without the aid of bought transfers.

DESIGN FOR CANVAS WORK WITH
RAFFIA AND WOOL

Size 8 in. by sf in., cloth, 56 pp., with 17 plates. 2s. 6d. net.

By AGNES WINTER.
A series of designs illustrating the planning of patterns for
canvas stitchery, with details of suitable stitches.
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COMPLETE GUIDE TO DRAWN FABRIC Embroidery

Size 7 1 in- by sf- in., cloth, with 9 full-page plates in half-tone
and 54 diagrams in three colours. 2s. 6<L net.

By KATE S. LOFTHOUSE.
Describes over 50 stitches suitable for drawn thread embroid-
ery, with diagrams in three colours showing details of working.

EMBROIDERY IN WOOLS
Crown 8vo, 120 pp., with 22 plates and 23 diagrams. 2s. 6d.
net.

By OSMA PALMER COUCH.
Shows the needlewoman many attractive applications of wool
embroidery in the home, with useful designs and ideas.

A PORTFOLIO OF EMBROIDERY
PATTERN DESIGNS

Full-size designs in portfolio, size 12 in. by 9 in. 2s. 6d. net.

By JOAN H. DREW.
A handy collection of designs suitable for working hi various
methods of stitchery.

VARIOUS NEEDLECRAFTS Needle-
Crown 8vo, 108 pp., with 53 plates. 2s. 6dL net. /Tyr/rc
By VERA C. ALEXANDER. uj**
Describes many fascinating needlecrafts, including smocking,
darned net, darning on materials, hardangen work, quilting,
and couching.

CROSS-STITCH
Crown Svo, 94 pp., with 35 plates and 19 diagrams. 2s. 6d. net.

By VERA C. ALEXANDER.
This book describes many ways of using cross-stitch, and
suggests many attractive articles which can be embroidered
with great effect.

PATCHWORK AND APPLIQUE
Crown Svo, 128 pp.,with 39 plates and 22 diagrams. 2s. Bd. net.

By VERA C. ALEXANDER.
Shows how this old-world craft can be adapted to meet
modern requirements, and contains many original suggestions
for using up odd scraps of material.

QUILTING
Crown Svo, 95 pp., with' a coloured frontispiece, 14 half-

tone plates and many diagrams. 2s. 6d. net.

By OUIDA PEARSE.
The many attractive uses and applications of quilting arc

clearly described, with full details of methods and stitches.

SOFT TOY MAKING Toy
Crown Svo, 112 pp.. with 29 plates and 16 diagrams. 2s. 6d.

net. Set of full-se Patterns. 2s. net
By OOIDA PEARSE.
A detailed guide to the craft of toy making from soft materials,

including balls, sofa dolls, freak dolls, mascots, marionettes,
and real dolls and animate.

IX
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and
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Pastimes
THE COMPLETE KNITTING BOOK
With Patterns and Easy-to-Poilow Diagrams foz Knitting Every
Garment for Woman, Child, and Man.

Size 8J in, by 6 in., 215 pp., profusely illustrated. 5s. net.

By MARJORY TILLOTSON. Edited by DAVIDE C. MINTER.
The most complete guide published for the home knitter. It

enables her to design knitted garments to her own patterns
and measurements.

Pastimes
COLOUR SKETCHING IN CHALK

Foolscap 4to, 80 pp., illustrated in colour and black and
white. 10s. 6cL net.

By DONALD MAXWELL.
This book describes the technique employed in sketching with
coloured chalks, and shows what delightful results may be
obtained through this simple but effective medium.

PENCIL SKETCHING
Foolscap 4to, 86 pp., profusely illustrated with sketches. 5s.

net.

By EVELYNE GEEN.
A book for everyone interested in pencil sketching. It gives
a simple short course that will prove a real inspiration to all

who wish to express their artistic abilities with pencil and
paper.

SKETCHING IN PEN AND INK
Foolscap 4to, 132 pp., profusely illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

By DONALD MAXWELL.
The well-known black-and-white artist gives a course of

instruction in sketching, with many examples of his own work
and a series of drawings by living masters.

HOW TO DRAW FUNNY PICTURES
A Course in Cartooning.

Size ioi in, by 6f in., cloth, 162 pp., illustrated, 13s. 6d. net.

By E. C. MATTHEWS.
A book on humorous picture work, commencing with simple
studies and gradually developing to the more difficult cartoon.

LEAVES FROM MY SKETCHBOOKS
Size nj in. by 7i in., 58 pp., sketchbook binding. 3s. 6d. net.

By J. LITTLEJOHNS, R.I., R.B.A., R.C.A., R.W.A.
A series of facsimile sketches, with notes that will be of great
value to all interested in landscape sketching.

ESSENTIALS OF PICTORIAL DESIGN
Foolscap 4to, doth, ir2 pp., with 59 plates in sepia and many
diagrams. 10s. 6d. net.

By LEONARD RICHMOND, R.O.I., R.B.A.
A course in picture composition and the grouping of objects,
with demonstrations in sepia.

FLOWER PAINTING IN WATER-COLOUR
Demy 8vo, cloth, with 15 full-page colour plates. 7s. 6d. net.

By CECILIA ELWES.
Describes the elements of flower painting for the beginner,
showing how to progress to more difficult examples.
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ORNAMENTAL HOMECRAFTS Artistic
Foolscap 4to, cloth gilt, 175 pp., with 5 full-page colour plates,
and many black-and-white illustrations. 10s. 6d. net.

By IDALIA B. LITTLEJOHNS.
A practical description of various methods of ornamenting by
means of dyeing, gesso, bleaching, batik, lacquer, enamelling,
etc.

HOME DECORATIVE HANDICRAFTS
Demy 4to, cloth gilt, 330 pp., with 6 plates in colour, 50 plates
in black and white, and 61 working illustrations and diagrams.
25s. net.

By F. JEFFERSON-GRAHAM.
Contains detailed sections on vellum and parchment work,
hand-tooled metal and leather work, modern methods of

decorating fabrics, glass painting, the decoration of wood,
and shell and glass flower work.

LEATHERWORK
Crown 8vo, 103 pp., wi
tone. 2s. 6d. net.

By F. R. SMITH, F.R.S.A.
This

Crown 8vo, 103 pp., with 32 full-page plates in line and half-

tone. 2s. 6d. net.

book forms a happy approach to this delightful craft,
and covers a very wide range of activities and uses.

A PORTFOLIO OF DESIGNS FOR
LEATHERWORK
Based on Historic Styles ol Ornament

Size ioi in by 12J in. 2s. 6d. net.

By MARY TRINICK and LILIAN BRISTOW.
A collection of designs which have been specially selected for

application to tooled leather work.

GLOVE-MAKING AT HOME
Demy 8vo, cloth, 96 pp., illustrated. 5s.net. Second Edition.

By FRANCES STAITK.
A very helpful guide to band-made gloves, with full directions
for making up standard patterns, and for adapting them to
individual measurements.

BOOKBINDING AND THE CARE OF BOOKS
Small crown 8vo, 352 pp., with 122 drawings byNOEL ROOKK,
8 pages of half-tone reproductions. 7s. 8d. net. Fourth

By DOUGLAS COCKBRBXL.
A comprehensive handbook on the technical processes in the

binding of books, with a section on the care of books when
bound.

CONSTRUCTIVE AND DECORATIVE
WOODWORK
Crown 8vo, zi8 pp., with 21 half-tone plates and 25 diagram
plates. 2s. 6d. net.

By A. C. HORTH, F.Coll.H., F.R.S.A.
Provides the woodworker with a practical guide to tools and
methods, with a collection of simple pieces of work whictj
combine good construction with suitable decoration.
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Television

Pastimes
WHO'S WHO IN BROADCASTING
A Biographical Record o! the Leading Personalities of the

Microphone.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 152 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

Edited by SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.
An entertaining book for listeners, giving biographical details

of famous broadcasters.

THE WIRELESS MANUAL
Crown 8vo, 230 pp., cloth, fully illustrated. 5s. net. Third
Edition.

By CAPTAIN JACK FROST.
This popular uide contains all that the listener requires to

know for obtaining perfect reception, together with notes on
repairs, working, and maintenance.

ACCUMULATOR CHARGING, MAINTEN-
ANCE, AND REPAIR
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 140 pp., with 32 diagrams. 3s. 6d. net.

Fourth Edition.

By W. S, IBBETSON, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.E., M.I.Mar.E.
An invaluable handbook for the wireless enthusiast who
wishes to do his own charging and repair work.

RADIO RECEIVER SERVICING AND
MAINTENANCE
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 178 pp., illustrated. 7s. 6d. net.

By E. J. G. LEWIS.
Provides detailed information on valve faults, circuits, com-
ponent testing, and fault location.

RADIO UPKEEP AND REPAIRS FOR
AMATEURS
A Practical Handbook on Fault-clearing and Set Maintenance*
Crown 8vo, cloth, 158 pp. 5s. net.

By ALFRED T. WITTS, A.M.I.E.B.
A book of "first-aid

"
hints for the home wireless set.

THE SUPERHETERODYNE RECEIVER
Crown 8vo, 128 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By ALFRED T. WITTS, A.M.I.M.E.
Describes the operation of superheterodyne receivers in the
clearest possible manner, and provides the essential working
knowledge required by every keen amateur constructor,
student of radio and service engineer.

TELEVISION: TO-DAY AND TO-MORROW
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 208 pp., illustrated. 7s. 8d. net. Fourth
Edition.

By SYDNEY A. MOSELEY and H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sc.,
B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I., D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E. With a Foreword
by JOHN L. BAIRD.
Tells the fascinating story of the development of television
from its earliest beginnings to its present stage of progress.
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TELEVISION FOR THE AMATEUR
CONSTRUCTOR
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 266 pp., illustrated. 18s. 6d. net. Second
Edition.

By H. J. BARTON CHAPPLE, Wh.Sc., B.Sc. (Hons.), A.C.G.I.,
D.I.C., A.M.I.E.E., Hon. M.I.W.T.

V '

Enables the amateur radio worker to understand fully the
principles of television reception. Three types of televisors
are described, with folding circuit diagrams.

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION
A Series of Simple Experiments with Television Apparatus, also
How to Make a Complete Home Television Transmitter and
Receiver.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 334 pp., illustrated. 10s. 6d. net.

By A. FREDERICK COLLINS, F.R.A.S.

PRACTICAL ADVICE TO INVENTORS
AND PATENTEES
Inventions and How to Patent Them.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 134. pp. 3s. 8d. net.

By C. M. LINLEY.
A handbook of invaluable advice for amateurs who wish to

register their inventions.

WONDERS OF THE UNIVERSE
A Simple Account of the Elements ot Astronomy.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 216 pp., with 167 photographs and
diagrams. 3s. 6d. net.

By H. E. TAYLOR, F.G.S.
A simple account of the sun, moon, stars, and other celestial

bodies. There are many wonderful illustrations taken by
famous astronomers.

WONDERS OF THE EARTH'S CRUST
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 230 pp., with 171 illustrations, diagrams,
and maps. 3s. 6d. net.

By H. E. TAYLOR, F.G.S.
A most interesting account of rocks, stones, and land forma-
tions for the amateur geologist.

SCIENCE AND LIVING THINGS
Crown 8vo, cloth gflt, 256pp.,with 102 illustrations. 8a. (to. net
By W. B. LITTLE.
An introduction to elementary Biology.

SCIENCE AND THE WEATHER
Crown Svo, cloth gilt, 164 pp., with illustrations, charts, and
diagrams. 3s. 6d. net.

By W. B. LITTLE.
A simple study of Meteorology for all interested in the weather,
weather lore, and weather forecasts.

A GUIDE TO STORY TELLING
Demy Svo, cloth, 350 pp., illustrated by J. LITTLEJOHNS, R.I.,
R.B.A. 5s. net.

By ARTHUR BURRBLL, M,A.
A guide to the art of story -telling, with many examples and
skeleton stones, and hints on obtaining material for this

pleasant pastime.
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Literature, Art, etc.

KNOWLEDGE AND OBSERVATION
TESTS

Size 7i in. by 5i in., doth, 72 pp. Is. 6d. With Answers
144 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By EDWIN D. SPEED and JAMES A. ASPDEN.
Finding the answers to this collection of general knowledge
tests will provide much entertainment, and not a little instruc-

tion, both for children and grown-ups. Answers are included.

THE GRAMOPHONE HANDBOOK
Crown 8vo, 132 pp., illustrated. 2s. 6d, net.

By W. S. ROGERS.
A practical guide for the gramophone owner on all matters
connected with his instrument.

Literary

Apprecia-
tion

Literature, Art, etc.

THE ART OF LITERARY STUDY
An Approach to Literature for the Plain Man.

Demy 8vo, cloth, 204 pp. 3s. 6(L net.

By H. B. CHARLTON, Professor of English Literature, Uni-
versity of Manchester.
A handbook written to arouse interest in literature, and to

help the reader to develop his appreciative and critical

powers.

BOOKS: AN INTRODUCTION TO
READING

Large crown 8vo, cloth, 222 pp. 5s. net.

By WRIGHT WATTS MILLER, B.A., M.Ed., Manchester.
This guide to leisure reading shows how the full beauty and
purpose of the world's greatest writings can be readily
appreciated.

TENNYSON: HIS ART AND RELATION
TO MODERN LIFE
A Critical Appreciation.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 490 pp. 7s. 0d. net.

By STOPFORD A. BROOKE.

THE POETRY OF ROBERT BROWNING
A Critical Appreciation.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 455 pp. 12s. 6d. net.

By STOPFORJD A. BROOKE.

COMMENTARIES AND QUESTIONNAIRES
IN ENGLISH LITERATURE
Each in crown 8vo, paper, 32 pp. 6d.
A series of 109 booklets dealing with famous works of prose and
poetry, and intended to assist the reader to obtain the maxi-
mum enjoyment from books read* A complete list of the
series will be sent post free.
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Literature, Art, etc.

POEMS BY WILLIAM BLATHWAYT poefry
The Architect's Home. ^
Crown 8vo, cloth, 64 pp. 2s. net. Second Edition.

The Garden of Sleep.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 74 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

Gingko Tree.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 62 pp. Ss. net.

The Golden Road.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 80 pp. 2s. net.

Love and the Stars.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 67 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

Voices from the Waves.
Crown 8vo, 76 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

Collected Poems.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 312 pp., with 13 plates by CYRIL
HOWE. 6s. net.

French and German Lyrics.

Freely translated. Size sf in. by 3| in., cloth gilt, 92 pp.
2s. 6d. net.

Sixty Sonnets.
Size 5 1 in. by sf, cloth gilt, 84 pp. 2s. 8d. net.

Realms of Romance.
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 76 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

A GUIDE TO POETRY FOR RECITERS
AND TEACHERS
Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 184 pp. 5s. net.

By R. L. MEGROZ.
Explains the principles of metre and rhythm from the point
of view of the reciter, and calls attention to the wealth of

excellent material for recitation which exists in modem poetry.

AN ALPHABET OF ATTRIBUTES Philosophy
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 216 pp. 3s. 8d. net.

*

By HAROLD DOWNS. With Forewords by HORACE ANNESLEY
VACHELL and JAMES HVNES.
A book of essays on twenty-six aspects of human conduct:

Bravery, Faith, Happiness, Nervousness, etc, which will lead
the reader to reflect upon his own philosophy of life.

WORKING THE MIND
Demy 8vo, cloth, 156 pp. 5s. net.

By JOHN STEEKSMA.
A thoroughly practical aid to the full realization of mental

development for all who wish to derive the utmost from their

individuality.

SELF-ORGANIZATION FOR BUSINESS
MEN
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 144 pp. 5s. net. Fourth Edition.

By MORLEY DAINOW, B.Sc. (Hons.), Lond.
A guide to self-improvement which will be a great inspiration
to all both in and out of business.
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THE SUCCESSFUL LIFE
And How to Attain It.

Crown 8vo, 129 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By COURTNEY D. FARMER.
Outlines and describes the principles that have governed the
lives of those who have found success, and shows how to

apply these principles throughout daily life.

A COMPLETE GUIDE TO THE
IMPROVEMENT OF THE MEMORY

Foolscap 8vo, cloth, 118 pp. Is. 6d. net. Seventh Edition.

By the late REV. J. H. BACON,

ART APPRECIATION
Crown 4to, cloth, 204 pp., with 12 full-page plates in colour

and 153 other illustrations. 10s. 6d. net.

By MARGARET DOBSON, A.R.E. (Lond.), D.A. (Edin.).
A stimulating, provocative, and enlightening guide for all who
wish to increase their pleasure and appreciation of the fine arts.

ART: AN INTRODUCTION TO
APPRECIATION

Large crown 8vo, cloth, 274 pp. 5s. net.

By RAYMOND COXON, A.R.C.A.
A book that will greatly assist the reader to develop his powers
of criticism and appreciation.

ENGLISH ART SERIES
Influences and Developments in the Progress of Art in Britain.

By FRANK P. BROWN, A.R.C.A. (Lond.).
These volumes seek to interest the reader in the artistic

associations of London, and to give some knowledge of the
ideas and developments* which have influenced them.
Each crown 4to, cloth, about 112 pp. Profusely illustrated

with photographs, old prints, and sketch plans. 7s. 6d. net.

Volume I. London Buildings.
Volume II. London Paintings.
Volume III. London Sculpture.

BRITISH WATER-COLOUR PAINTING
AND PAINTERS OF TO-DAY
Demy 4to, cloth gilt, 160 pp., with 40 full-page colour plates.
25s. net.

Edited by J. LITTLEJOHNS, R.I., R.B.A., R.C.A., R.W.A.
A survey of modern water-colour art, with illustrations by
twenty well-known living artists, and notes on their styles of

technique.

WOOD ENGRAVING SINCE EIGHTEEN-
NINETY
With 80 Illustrations from the Works of Fast and Contemporary

Engravers, and many Practical Hints upon its Technique
and Uses.
Crown 4to, cloth gilt, 164 pp. 21s. net.

By BERNARD SLEIGH, R.B.S.A.
A record of the training, observations, ancf experiences of a
master wood engraver over a period of forty years.
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MODERN SCULPTURE Art
Its Methods and Ideals. ji^+
Demy 4 to, cloth gilt, 280 pp., with 354 illustrations. 80s. net App
By HERBERT MARYON. tion
The author seeks to interest the reader in the aims and ideals
of the sculptor, as well as to inform upon notable work of the
twentieth century.

WHO'S WHO IN THE THEATRE Drama
Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 1890 pp. 30s. net. Seventh
Edition.

Compiled and Edited by JOHN PARKER.
The famous theatrical reference, containing information of

endless interest to the theatre- and cinema-goer.

SHAKESPEARE AND HIS FELLOW
DRAMATISTS
In two volumes, medium 8vo, cloth gilt, 1174. pp. 42s. net.
Edited by E. H. C. OLIPHANT.
A selection of plays illustrating the glories of the Golden Age
of English Drama, planned to enable the reader to see

Shakespeare in relation to his contemporaries.

THE THEATRE
Large crown 8vo, cloth. 5s. net.

By MALCOLM MORLEY. With a Foreword by GEORGE ARLISS.
An instructive study of the theatre and its influence upon the
social and cultural fife of the community.

AMATEUR STAGE MANAGEMENT AND Amateur
PRODUCTION Dramatics
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 143 pp., illustrated. 7s. 6d. net. Second
Edition.

By CHARLES S. PARSONS. With a Foreword by LESLIE HENSON.
A handbook of sound instruction and advice for amateur
stage managers and producers.

AMATEUR THEATRICAL HANDBOOK
Crown 8vo, cloth, 113 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By HAROLD MARKHAM.
A guide for amateur societies, showing how to select plays,
how to cast, how to prepare, how to learn parts, how to

rehearse, etc.

ACTING MATERIAL FOR DRAMATIC
CLASSES
Crown 8vo, cloth, 108 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

Compiled by ANGUS WILSON.
This interesting book of short scenes from well-known plays
gives intensive practice in the technique of acting.

MIMED BALLADS AND STORIES
Foolscap 4to, 45 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By M. GERTRUDE PICKERSGILL, B.A. (Lond.), L.R.A.M.
(Eloc.).
The ballads and stories in this book provide excellent material
for training and practice in the art of miming.
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THEATRE AND STAGE
In two volumes. Each in crown 4to, cloth gilt, illustrated.

43s. net, complete.
Vol. I. 636 pp. Vol. II. 1267 pp.
Edited by HAROLD DOWNS. With contributions by many
famous theatrical personalities of the day.
An authoritative and comprehensive guide to every detail of

acting, production, and stage management. It is of consider-

able value to amateur dramatic societies and to all interested
in the theatre and amateur stage.

THE IMPROVISED STAGE
Demy 8vo, cloth, 144 pp., profusely illustrated. 5s. net.

By MARJORIE SOMERSCALES.
A useful book of suggestions for making inexpensive but
effective stage properties, costumes, and scenery.

GUIDE TO THEATRICAL MAKE-UP
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 96 pp., illustrated. 5s. net. Second

By CHARLES S. PARSONS. With a Foreword by SIR CEDRIC
HARDWICKE.
This complete guide describes in detail, with illustrations, the

make-up for every conceivable stage type and part.

DRESS DESIGN
An Account of Costume for Artists and Dressmakers.

Small crown 8vo, 362 pp., profusely illustrated. 12s. 6d. net.

By TALBOT HUGHES.

STEP-DANCING
A Course of Twenty Lessons for the Beginner.

Large crown 8vo, cloth ink, 77 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By KENNETH BURCHILL.
In this book, Step Dancing technique is given a definite form
and is taught by regular stages. The work is attractively
illustrated.

SHORT PLAYS FOR YOUNG PLAYERS
Six books, each size 7} in. by 5$ in., 24 pp. 6d.

By MARJORIE and THEODORA SOMERSCALES.
Provides interesting material of a literary and historical

character, including playlets, ballad-mimes, mime plays, etc.

FILM PLAY PRODUCTION FOR
AMATEURS
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 176 pp. 5s. net.

By G. H. SEWELL.
The duties of the director, studio technique, lighting, make-up,
editing, construction, scenery, etc., are all clearly explained.

AMATEUR TALKING PICTURES AND
RECORDING
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 218 pp., illustrated. 7s. 6d. net
By BERNARD BROWN, B.Sc, (Eng.).A fascinating book that enables the amateur film enthusiast
to make and show his own talkies at home.
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Music

FILMS: THE WAY OF THE CINEMA The
Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 250 pp., illustrated. 5s. net.

By ANDREW BUCHANAN.
Discusses every phase of film art in a frank, informative and
interesting way.

PRACTICAL SET STRUCTURE
For the Amateur Cinematographer.
Crown 8vo. 5s. net.

By D. CHARLES OTTLEY.
Enables amateurs to build their own studio sets, and shows
how it is possible to equip a studio fully at very little cost.

TALKING PICTURES
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 309 pp., profusely illustrated. 12s. 6d.
net. Second Edition.

By BERNARD BROWN, B.Sc. (Eng.).
A descriptive account of the principles of construction and
operation employed in making and presenting sound fiim^.

WRITING FOR THE FILMS
Crown 8vo, cloth, 116 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By L*ESTRANGE FAWCETT, Formerly Scenario Editor for the
Gaumont- British Picture Corporation, Ltd.
This book gives a unique insight into the film world, from the

point of view of "story" interest.

ELGAR AND HIS MUSIC
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 124 pp., illustrated. 5s. net.

By JOHN F. PORTE. With a Foreword by SIR LANDON
RONALD.
An unbiassed study of the personality and work of the great
British composer. All his compositions, including his most
famous masterpieces, are tully discussed.

HOW TO PASS MUSIC EXAMINATIONS
A Guide lor Teachers and Students.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 125 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By REID STEWART.
A guide to examinations in pianoforte playing, violin playing,
and singing, with practical hints on the speediest and most
effective methods of preparation and study.

INTELLIGENT LISTENING TO MUSIC
Demy 8vo, 196 pp. 5s. net.

By WILLIAM W. JOHNSON.
This interesting book enables the reader to analyse musical
works, to recognize the different characteristics, and "place"
any piece of music he may hear.

THE SINGING VOICE
A Description ol the Relationships of the Structure to the Func-
tions of the Voice-producing Organs.
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 86 pp. illustrated. 6s. net.

By E. R. GARNETT PASSE, M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., D.L.O.,
B.D.Sc. With a Foreword by CLIVE CAREY.
A helpful book for singers, giving a clear understanding of the

vocal organs, together with hints on their training and care.

Singing
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Singing THE TECHNIQUE OF MODERN SINGING
Demy 8vo, 154 pp. 5s. net.

By JOYCE HERMAN ALLEN.
This book is a sound guide for all who wish toeing well. It

contains many original exercises and a selected list of songs of

modern British composers, and is of exceptional interest and
value to teachers and students of singing.

Elocution THE ART OF THE ELOCUTIONIST
Large crown 8vo, cloth, 108 pp. 3s. 6cL net.

By T. GUTHBERT SAMUELS, Mus.Bac., L.R.A.M., A.R.C.M.,
L.T.S.C.
A handbook on voice training with an illustrated description
of the vocal organs and the mechanics of voice production,
and many practical exercises.

TWENTY-FOUR LESSONS IN
ELOCUTION
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 174 pp. 5s. net.

By JAMES BERNARD.
Contains twenty-four lessons transcribed as actually delivered,

dealing with breath control, voice development, analysis of

speech sounds, etc. With many quotations from English
literature for illustration and practice.

DRAMATIC RECITALS AND HOW TO
DELIVER THEM
A Guide to the Art of Dramatic Interpretation.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 196 pp. 5s. net.

By JAMES BERNARD.
A series of passages from literature, and drama, with analy-
tical notes and guidance on their correct interpretation and
delivery.

THE CELEBRATED CROWN TRIAL
Royal 8vo, cloth gilt, 240 pp. 10s. 6d. net.

By J. N. RUFFIN, B.A.
A reprint of the greatest political "trial in history, with

analytical notes and marks for the guidance of speakers and
elocutionists.

THE VOICE
Its Production and Reproduction.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 288 pp. 10s. 6d. net.

By DOUGLAS STANLEY, A.C.G.I. (Lond.), M.S. (New York),
and J. P. MAXFTELD, S.B., Massachusetts.
A guide to the training of the vocal organs for speakers and
singers, wjith

a description of the methods of recording and
reproduction.

VOICE PRODUCTION AND BREATHING
FOR SPEAKERS, AND FUNDAMENTAL
STUDIES FOR SINGERS
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 130 pp., with diagrams. 3s. 8d. net.

By J. HUGH WILLIAMS.
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HOW TO SPEAK IN PUBLIC Public
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 128 pp. 3s. 6d. net. Second Edition.
By C. F. CARR and F. E. STEVENS.
A book of immediate assistance to all who have occasion to

speak at public functions, dinners, debating societies, etc.

ESSENTIALS OF PUBLIC SPEAKING
Large crown 8vo, doth gilt, 276 pp. 8s. 6d. net.

By WARREN C. DUBOIS, A.M., LL.B.

PUBLIC SPEAKING
A Natural Method.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 176 pp. 5s. net.

By FRANK HOME KIRKPATRTCK.

SPEAKING IN PUBLIC
Medium 8vo, cloth gilt, 430 pp. 15s. net.

By ARLEIGH B. WILLIAMSON, M.A.
A complete manual for students of oratory.

METHOD OF ARGUMENT
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 396 pp. 10s. 6d. net.

By CHARLES A. FRITZ.

SHORT STORY WRITING AND FREE- Writing
LANCE JOURNALISM

*

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 232 pp. 7s. 8d. net. Third Edition.

By SYDNEY A. MOSELEY.
An illuminating guide for all who wish to write short stories
that will sell.

THE WRITING WAY
A Guide to Written Expression as a Cultural and Creative
Medium.
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 144 pp. 5s. net.

By JOHN STEEKSMA.
This inspiring book shows how a talent for writing can be
awakened and developed to creative effort.

INTERVIEWING
A Guide for Professional and Free-lance Journalists.
Crown 8vo, 96 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By W. V. NOBLE.
Deals with this highly specialized branch of journalism in the
fullest possible detail.

JOURNALISM WITHOUT TEARS
A Popular Practical Guide for Amateurs and Beginners and
Free-lance Journalists.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 114 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By GERTRUDE GLEESON.
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Writing JOURNALISM: BY SOME MASTERS OF* THE GRAFT
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 232 pp. 5s. net.

Leading journalists of the day contribute practical information
on the various branches of the work in which they specialize.

AUTHORSHIP AND JOURNALISM
How to Earn a Living by tht Pen.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 170 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By ALBERT E. BULL.
A series of practical lessons in the art of writing.

PITMAN'S POPULAR GUIDE TO
JOURNALISM
A Practical Handbook for all Engaged or Seeking to Qualify for

Professional Work on the Newspaper Press.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 124 pp. 2s. 6d. net. Fourth Edition.

By ALFRED KINGSTON.

PITMAN'S PRACTICAL JOURNALISM
An Introduction to every Description of Literary Effort in
Association with Newspaper Production

Crown 8vo, cloth, 180 pp. 3s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By ALFRED BAKER. Revised by E. A. COPE.

THE CHILDREN'S AUTHOR
A Writer's Guide to the Juvenile Market
Crown Svo, cloth, 112 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By CHRISTINE CHAUNDLER,
The well-known writer of juvenile fiction gives complete
guidance for the writer of children's stories, including details
of markets, and plays for broadcasting.

HOW TO WRITE PLAYS
Crown Svo, cloth, 160 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By BASIL HOGARTH.
This book will be of immediate help to anyone who has an
idea for a play, and wants to know how to put it into suitable
form.

SELF-EXPRESSION IN ENGLISH
Crown 8vo, cloth, 78 pp. 2s.

By JOHN BENNETT.
A course of practical instruction, with exercises, for all who
wish to perfect their knowledge of English.

A DICTIONARY OF CORRECT ENGLISH
Crown Svo, cloth, 208 pp. 2s. 6d. net. Revised Edition.

By M. ALDERTON PINK, M.A.
A handy reference to points of grammar, style, idiom, use of

words, etc., that may cause difficulty in writing and speaking.
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PITMAN'S BOOK OF SYNONYMS AND Writim
ANTONYMS *

Crown 8vo, cloth, 140 pp. 8s. 6d. net.
A valuable reference book for the speaker and writer, and for

general purposes of information.

WORDS CONFUSED AND MISUSED
Crown 8vo, cloth, 316 pp. 5s. net.

By MAURICE H. WESEEN.
Indicates at a glance the meanings and correct applications
of thousands of words and phrases that are frequently con-
fused or wrongly used.

PUNCTUATION AS A MEANS OF
EXPRESSION
Its Theory and Practice.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 80 pp. la. net.

By A. E. LOVBLL, M.A.
A guide to the meaning and use of stops'in writing.

Economic Science, etc.
Economics

BRITISH ECONOMISTS
Crown 8vo, flexible leatherette gilt, 104 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By FRANCIS C. HOOD, M.A.
Reviews the lives and works of several outstanding British
economists.

ECONOMICS: THE STUDY OF WEALTH
Large crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 240 pp. 5s. net.

By A. L. GORDON MACKAY, M.Litt., M.A., M.Econ.
Provides a clear description of the economic principles govern-
ing our everyday life.

A MAIN CAUSE OF UNEMPLOYMENT
An indictment df foreign investment.
Crown 8vo, 96 pp. 2s. net. Second Edition.

By P. C. LOFTUS.

LASTING PROSPERITY
Demy 8vo, 206 pp., doth gilt. 7s. 6cL net Second Edition.

By A. G. MCGREGOR.
A sound analysis of present economic problems, with con-
structive ideas for their solution.

THE CORRECT ECONOMY FOR THE
MACHINE AGE
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 274 pp. 7i. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By A. G. MCGREGOR.
A constructive plan which will ensure the power to consume
the increased production of modern times.

THE KEY TO PROSPERITY
Abundance: Leisure: Contentment.

Demy 8vo, 72 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By G. A. CRAM.
Contains constructive suggestions for the solution of the

world-wide depression.
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Economics THIS AGE OF PLENTY
Its Problems and Their Solution.

Crown 8vo, 410 pp. Paper, 3s. 6d. net. Cloth, 6s. net. Fifth
Edition.

By C. M. HATTERSLEY, M.A., LL.B.
A stimulating book on the present-day problems of poverty
and trade.

RATIONALIZATION
Demy 8vo, 36 pp. Is. net.

By JAMES A. BOWIE, M.A., D.Litt.

A clear treatment of rationalization and all that it implies.

THE FUTURE OF EMPIRE TRADE
Crown 8vo, paper, 102 pp. 2s. net.

By J. E. RAY. With a Foreword by the RT. HON. L. S.

AMERY.
An enlightening consideration of the economic resources and

productive capacity of the various territories of the Empire.

Sociology MAIN CURRENTS OF SOCIAL AND^ INDUSTRIAL CHANGE SINCE 1870
Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 320 pp. 5s. net. Second Edition.

By T. G. WILLIAMS, M.A., F.R.Hist.S., F.R.Econ.S.
An historical account of the influences and developments
leading up to the present economic situation.

PARLIAMENT: WHAT IT IS AND HOW
IT WORKS
Crown 8vo, cloth, 84 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By HENRY MORRISON and WILFRID S. ABBOTT, M.A. (Oxon).
With a Foreword by the RT. HON. SIR JOHN SIMON, M.P.
An interesting account of the origin, structure, and working of

parliament.

HOW STATES ARE GOVERNED
A Guide to the Salient Features of Modern Constitutions.
Crown 8vo, 99 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By ERNEST F. Row, B.Sc. (Econ.), F.R.Econ.S., L.C.P.,

Politics POLITICAL PARTIES AND POLICIES
Crown 8vo, 128 pp. 2s. 6d. net
By E. ROYSTON PIKE.
A reliable and impartial guide to current politics. It describes
the nature, organization and policies of all the main political

parties.
,

THE LEAGUE OF NATIONS
From Idea to Reality: Its Place in History and in the World
To-day.

Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 230 pp. 8s. 6d. Second Edition.

By R. JONES, D.Sc., and S. S. SHERMAN, B.A., B.Sc.
A clear view of the aims and ideals of the League of Nations
for the general reader.
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Practical Handbooks
SOCIALISM Politics
Crown 8vo, flexible leatherette gilt, 116 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By ROBERT RICHARDS, M.A.
A sane and informative survey of the history and develop-
ment of the Socialist movement, its aims and ideals.

BRITAIN'S AIR PERIL
Demy 8vo, cloth, 144 pp. 5s. net.

By MAJOR C. C. TURNER, A.F.R.Ae.S., Aviation Correspon-
dent to

il The Daily Telegraph."
Deals with the question of civilian aircraft, its conversion to

fighting craft, and its necessary position in the modern
civilized world.

Practical Handbooks
HOW TO CHOOSE YOUR CAREER Careers
Crown 8vo, cloth. 215 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By W. L. IVEY, M.C., M.S.M.A.

HOW TO SECURE A GOOD JOB
Crown 8vo. cloth, 150 pp. 3s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By W. L. IVEY, M.C., M.S.M.A.

HOW TO SECURE PROMOTION
A Popular Guide tor all who wish to Improve their PodtiOD.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 108 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By W. LESLIE IVEY, M.C., M.S.M.A.

HOW TO APPLY FOR A SITUATION
The Making of a Successful Application.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 74 pp. 2s. net.

By J. W. ROWBOTTOM.

CIVIL SERVICE GUIDE
A Description of the Principal Government Appointments filled

by Open Competition: with the Regulations, Age Limits, and
other Information of Assistance to the would-be Civil Servant.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 160 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By A. J. T. DAY, General Secretary, Society of Civil Servants.

BANKING AS A CAREER
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 144 PP- SB. 6d. net.

By F. A. WILLMAN, Cert.A.I.B.
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Careers HOW TO SUCCEED IN A BANK
A Guide for Bank Employees.
Crown Svo, cloth, 155 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By F. E. STEELE.

FLYING AS A CAREER
Crown 8vo, cloth, 82 pp. 3s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By MAJOR OLIVER STEWART, M.C., A.F.C.

THE STAGE AS A CAREER
Crown Svo, cloth, 124 pp. 3s. 8d. net.

By DONOVAN MAULE.

INSURANCE AS A CAREER
Crown Svo, cloth, 192 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By F. H. SHERRIFF, F.I.A.

WOMEN AND THE CIVIL SERVICE
A History of the Development of the Employment of Women
in the Civil Service, and a Guide to Present-day Opportunities.

Crown Svo, 165 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By DOROTHY EVANS, M.A., Barrister-at-Law.
A guide for young women, their parents and instructors, on
the Civil Service as a career. It gives the present framework
of the Service and deals with the opportunities available

therein for women.

JOURNALISM AS A CAREER
Demy Svo, cloth, 108 pp. 5s. net.

Edited by W. T. CRANFIELD.

HOW TO BECOME A QUALIFIED
ACCOUNTANT
Crown Svo, cloth, 128 pp. 8s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By R. A. WHITTY, F.S.A.A.

HOW TO BECOME AN AUCTIONEER
AND ESTATE AGENT
Crown Svo, cloth, 140 pp. 3s. Sd. net. Second Edition.

By W. F. NOKES, F.A.I., Examiner for the Auctioneer and
Estate Agents' Institute. Revised by D. Mclntyre, B,A.,
LL.B., Barrtster-at-Law.

HOW TO BECOME A PRIVATE
SECRETARY
Crown Svo, cloth, 120 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By J. E. MCLACHLAN, F.I.P.S. (Hons.).
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HOW TO BECOME A COMPANY Careers
SECRETARY
Crown 8vo, cloth, 171 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By E. J. HAMMOND.

HOTEL AND RESTAURANT CAREERS
FOR WOMEN
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 148 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By ERNEST M. PORTER.

NURSING AS A CAREER
Crown 8vo, cloth, 98 pp. 8a. 8d. net.

By CHARLOTTE L. MOLES, S.R.N.

THE GAME OF COMMERCE
A Guide to Careers.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 182 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By HERBERT KENDRICK.

HOW TO STUDY FOR EXAMINATIONS Trainin?
Crown 8vo, cloth, 71 pp. 2s.

*

By DENIS COOPER.

HOW TO SUCCEED IN YOUR
EXAMINATION
Crown 8vo, cloth, 108 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By W. W. MILLER, B.A. (Lond.), M.Ed. (Manchester).
A practical guide to the efficient organization of time and
study.

OFFICE TRAINING FOR GIRLS
Crown 8vo, cloth, 152 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By MARGARET RYAN.
A practical guide to the duties of the typist, junior clerk,
secretary, and general utility girl.

HOW TO WRITE A GOOD HAND
A Series of Lessons on Commercial Handwriting.

Crown 8vo, 56 pp. Is. 6eL

By B. T. B. ROLLINGS.

A course of lessons for anyone who wishes to develop a clear,

readable, and neat style of handwriting.

CLUBS AND THEIR MANAGEMENT Social
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 252 pp. 7s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By FRANCIS W. PIXLEY.

A practical guide to the management of a club, together with
the duties of all the recognized officials.
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HOW TO ORGANIZE BAZAARS,
CONCERTS, FETES, EXHIBITIONS, AND
VARIOUS CHARITABLE AND OTHER
FUNCTIONS
Demy 8vo, doth, 116 pp. 6s. net.

By F. ATTFIELD FAWKES.

HOW TO TAKE MINUTES
Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 135 pp. 2s. 8d. net. Fourth Edition.

Edited by ERNEST MARTIN, F.C.I .S.

An informative guide to the recording of minute for all types
of meetings.

LAW FOR THE HOUSE OWNER
With Hints on the Acquisition and Disposal of Properly.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 128 pp. 2s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By A. H. COSWAY.
A handbook for the owner or prospective owner of house

y, who wishes to be acquainted with the legal procedure
Lved.

A HANDBOOK ON WILLS
Giving Particulars of How to Make and Prove a Will and Dealing
with Intestacy, etc.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 123 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By A. H. COSWAY.

WILLS
A Complete Guide for Testators, Executors, and Trustees. With a
Chapter on Intestacy.

Foolscap 8vo, cloth, 115 pp. 2s. 8d. net. Fourth Edition.

By R. W. HOLLAND, O.B.E., M.A., M.Sc., LL.D., of ihe

Middle Temple, Barrister-at-Law.

BUYING AND SELLING A BUSINESS
Crown 8vo, cloth, 112 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By A. H. COSWAY.
A book of valuable information and advice on the transference
of goodwill, property, stock, etc.

ORGANIZATION OF A SMALL BUSINESS
Crown 8vo, cloth, 125 pp. 2s. 6d. net. Second Edition.

By W. A. SMITH, A.C.W.A.
Describes the principles of organization essential to the
success of a small business.

HOW TO MANAGE A PRIVATE HOTEL
A Popular and Practical Guide for Beginners and all who keep
Private Hotels and Boarding Houses.

Demy 8vo, cloth gilt, 78 pp. 3s. 6d. net. Second Edition.
By PERCY HOBBS.
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Practical Handbooks
HOW SHALL I INSURE? Business
A Popular Guide to Every Type of Life Assurance for the TTse & T on/1 ]
ol Agents and the Information of Prospective Policyholders.

w Mgul
Crown 8vo, cloth, 92 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By F. G. CULMER, Editor of the "Insurance and Finance
Chronicle"

This book solves all the prospective policyholder's queries
and problems, and shows the advantages of"life assurance as
an investment.

GUIDE TO COUNTY COURT
PROCEDURE
Crown 8vo, cloth, 104 pp. 2s. 6d. net.

By F. H. B. CHAPMAN. Revised by B. S. HILLS.

A clear account of the proceedings which must be taken in a
County Court for the recovery of small debts.

SavingsHOW TO USE A BANKING ACCOUNT
Crown 8vo, doth, 116 pp. 3s. 6d. net.

By C. BIDWELL, Member of the Institute of Bankers.

A popular guide for the depositor, showing how to obtain the

greatest possible advantages from the keeping of a banking
account.

CLASSIFIED LISTS
A copy of the classified catalogue of books relating to your own
personal interests should be kept handy for constant reference.

Select the catalogues you require from the following list and
write for copies to-day

COSTING PHOTOGRAPHY TEXTILES



PITMAN HOUSE
The spacious Library at Pitman House, Parker Street,

Kingsway, London, has been arranged for the con-
venience of visitors who may desire to inspect any
Pitman book or periodical.
The Library contains a full range of the firm's pub-

lications, and information respecting these will be
furnished by the Librarian in charge.
The Directors of Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd.,

cordially invite those who may be interested in the
firm's books to visit the Library and examine them at
their leisure and in comfort.

Visitors received until 4.30 p.m. Saturday until

12 noon.








